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CO-ED COMPETITORS
This 1904 photo taken in the fourth-fl oor gymnasium of Drexel’s 
Main Building shows that physical education was part of the 
curriculum for men and women from the start. The Department 
of Physical Training emphasized gymnastic exercise rather 
than competitive sports because it benefi ted everyone.

ARCHIVES

The Ledger
Drexel is celebrating its 125th anniversary all year long. 
Join the party at Drexel.edu/125years. 

COURTESY OF DREXEL UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES

Year by which the Women’s Athletic Association was founded, 
initially as the Young Women’s Basketball Association. The 
association ended in 1974, though formal phys ed classes 

were required of men and women through 1997.

1908
1921
Year in which the women’s basketball team played 
its fi rst intervarsity game. Over the next 20 years, 
women’s teams formed in badminton, volleyball, fi eld 
hockey, archery, rifl ery, bowling, tennis, ice skating 
and horseback riding.

09
12

Losses 
experienced 
by the 1961 
women’s 
fi eld hockey 
team. The 
team won all 
seven of its 
matches and 
outscored 
opponents 25-
12. First Team 
All-College 
student-
athlete Marion 
Layton led the 
Dragons with 
15 goals.

The number of Division I 
women’s sports at Drexel. 

 Drexel is one of few universi-
ties with an even split between 
men’s and women’s programs. 

Letters won by Barbara 
Boyle Sullivan ’58, the second 
woman elected to Drexel’s 
Hall of Fame. She played four 
years of basketball and fi eld 
hockey and two seasons of 
tennis and softball.
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THE VIEW FROM MAIN

DEPARTMENTS

So often we see proof of the maxim that Drexel gradu-
ates journey into the world and make a real difference 
in people’s lives, with some of the most recent inspir-
ing examples of Drexel alumni achievements detailed 
in this issue of Drexel Magazine. 

It’s a safe bet that the many engineering alumni 
who worked on various stages of America’s newest, 
next-generation weather satellite would say mod-
estly that they were just doing their jobs. But their 
collective effort and know-how stands to improve 
the lives of millions, equipping forecasters with the 
most accurate data to help entire populations brace 
for storms. 

Engineering reaches back to the earliest days of 
this University, of course. Its importance to Drexel’s 
history and identity cannot be overstated. Engineer-
ing students were the fi rst to go on co-op placements 
nearly a century ago, and it is in that fi ne tradition that 
some of the Lockheed Martin engineers contracted 
by NASA and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA) to build the GOES-16 satel-
lite learned the ropes while on a Lockheed co-op.

Even so, Drexel has come to mean so much more 
— as a school for the liberal and design arts, where the 
hard and soft skills are combined and intertwined. 
You can see that lived out in the work of creative writ-
ing professor Harriet Millan, who wrote a book with 
one of the “Lost Boys” of Sudan. Moved by the saga of 
the more than 20,000 children who fl ed their civil-
war-torn nation two decades ago, and whose family 
reunions continue today, Millan now puts social jus-
tice and humanitarianism at the forefront of her 
pedagogy. Those themes echo the egalitarian princi-
ples that prompted Anthony J. Drexel to found his 
Drexel Institute. 

In another link to our rich past, The Drexel Collec-
tion is being brought back to life — both restored as a 
body of great art, as well as its usefulness as a teaching 
tool. Among the conservators working on the project 
to repair and showcase the University’s art collection 
is Ron Hoppes ’60, a Drexel alumnus who rem embers 
passing the David Rittenhouse Astronomical Musical 
Clock on his way to class, never dreaming it would fi g-
ure one day in his professional life.

We probably cannot perfectly forecast the ways 
that Drexel alumni and the University community 
will impact our world for the better, but we can be 
assured that — in so many instances — those contri-
butions will be extraordinary.

Sincerely,

John A. Fry / President 
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A numerical and 
illustrated tour 
of Drexel. 

News and developments from across campus, including 
the story of an architecture class project requiring the 
fabrication of a 200-square-foot tiny home.

9 Research
MXenes, strokes, whooping cough, sports injuries.   

10 Show and Tell
off her co-op at Microsoft Corp.

15 Rad Grad 
Emily Derstine Friesen helped win one of the 
largest age-discrimination awards ever.

18 
for a new way of learning through practice. 
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EDITOR’S LET TER LET TERS

Soon after the “40 Under 40” edition mailed, I received a handful of 
letters, most of which are printed on the opposite page. 

What’s with the cover? everyone wanted to know.
One person made his point (and made me smile) by mailing the 

magazine back, after drawing dresses, fl owers and ponytails on the six 
men with the question, “Where are the women?” 

I responded to just about everyone, though probably, my answer 
fully satisfi ed no one. My senior editor and I consider race, gender, age 
distribution, sexual orientation, academic discipline, geography and 
other targets that aren’t visible to readers in the “40 Under 40” selec-
tions, and although we don’t achieve perfect representation on every 
level, we aim for it constantly because we, too, expect the “40 Under 40” 
to refl ect Drexel’s pluralism. A couple of people noted that apart from 
the cover, the edition was quite heterogeneous, and thanks for that. I 
like to think that, surveyed as a whole, our covers are likewise a varied 
sampler of Drexel’s people, programs and missions. 

For the “40 Under 40” edition, I chose an image that spoke to me of 
ingenuity, entrepreneurialism and collaboration. 

But for some, the set of exclusively male engineers on the cover said 
that Drexel doesn’t value women in STEM fi elds. 

That isn’t the message I intended, but I’ll own it. And I’ll try to 
amend the record, out of respect for the many efforts by faculty men-
tors, academic departments and student groups at Drexel to move the 
needle on female representation and leadership in STEM. 

Drexel’s values are expressed in programs such as the Center for the 
Advancement of STEM Teaching and Learning Excellence, Dragon-
sTeach and the University-Assisted School initiative in the School of 
Education, which foster STEM learning and teaching opportunities for 
all. The full story is everything that individual faculty and departments 
do to encourage girls to pursue STEM education, such as the College 
of Computing and Informatics’ initative to increase female enrollment 
by 50 percent in fi ve years; “Robot Springboard” summer camp for 
middle-school girls; Introduce a Girl to Engineering Day; the Acad-
emy of Natural Sciences’ Women in Natural Science program, which 
has introduced hundreds of high school girls to science in its 35 years 
of existence; and outreach to girls through organizations like the Girl 
Scouts, Franklin Institute and charter schools. Student groups like the 
Society of Women in Engineering, a 30,000-strong national organiza-
tion that was founded at Drexel with administrators’ support; Women 
in Physics; and the Women in Computing Society, which recently won 
a grant for a mentorship program for high school girls, are some of the 
proto-professional networks nurtured on campus. And at the leader-
ship level, Drexel has graduated 81 fellows to date through the ELATE 
program, which advances senior women faculty in STEM fi elds into 
leadership roles where they can be role models and advocates.

That ecosystem is the fruit of many individuals contributing time 
and resources to address the issue in a concrete way that goes beyond 
appearances, and on their behalf I hope readers won’t judge the Uni-
versity by a single cover.

Sonja Sherwood / Editor
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Disappointed 
Doesn’t ‘Cover’ It
I was sorely disappointed when I 
saw that the cover of the 40 Under 
40 issue only featured men — all 
men in STEM and “manly” fi elds, 
to be exact. As I’m sure your staff 
knows, positive representation 
of women in STEM is crucial. 
Not only are female engineers, 
scientists, mathematicians and 
programmers often pandered to  
— women in STEM are harassed, 
assaulted, paid less and underval-
ued every day on the job.

Do better.
As an institution that is supposed 

to be at the forefront of technology 
and engineering education, this 
misstep needs correcting. You send 
a message to your female alumni, 
especially your female STEM alum-
ni, that they don’t matter. 

Do better.
According to U.S. News and 

World Report, only 30 percent of 
your engineering students are 
women. 

Do better.
I was an English major and a 

theatre minor. I’ve even taught as 
an adjunct at Drexel. Engineer/
programmer/architect or not, this 
egregious oversight does not make 
me feel very proud to be a Dragon 
at the moment.

Do better.
RACHEL SEMIGRAN
BA English ’10
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Great to celebrate alumni, their 
accomplishments and promise. 
I am concerned about the visual 
message on the cover. Although the 
actual list of 40 Under 40 is close 
to 30 percent women and includes 
many people of color, the cover 
represents stereotypical Drexel 
grads, white males. 

I would expect a cover to look 
like this when I graduated in the 
early ’80s, but today I would expect 

Drexel to visually celebrate a more 
diverse alumni group especially be-
cause the actual people celebrated 
between the covers is much more 
diverse.

Increasing the number of women 
and people of color in STEM is 
critical for competitiveness. It is 
important to use every opportunity 
we have to reinforce Drexel’s sup-
port and commitment to that.
DONNA NAWALKOWSKY
BS chemical engineering ’83
Cincinnati, Ohio

I enjoy the magazine, but I’m 
pretty disappointed by the 
most recent issue. Drexel boasts 
a diverse community, but this isn’t 
represented on the cover. The 
number one person listed in the 
magazine is a woman! Why didn’t 
she make the cover? Number 
eight is a woman of color who got 
her PhD from Harvard; why isn’t 
she on the cover? 

I am by no means undermining 
the success of Oat Foundry. Their 
business is very interesting and it’s 
wonderful that they are hard work-
ing and successful. Having said that, 
there are many men and women in 
the issue who are successful and in-
telligent, any of whom could belong 
on the cover. I would really like to 
see a more diverse representation of 
my alma mater, one that feels more 
like the Drexel University I saw in 
the DAC on graduation day. 

Thank you for your time and 
I hope this letter does not come 
across as spiteful. On the contrary, 
I hope it will inspire Drexel Maga-
zine to do better in the future.
EMILY GLASSMAN
BA sociology ’16
MS candidate, public policy 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

I’m writing today to express my 
sincere, deep disappointment at 
the most recent issue of Drexel 
Magazine. 
     I look forward to the 40 Under 40 
issue, but this year it was hard to 
get past the cover. With a student 
and faculty body as diverse as ours 
it’s hard to believe that this was the 
winning idea. You should feature 
more women and people of color, 
not only on the cover but between 
the pages, as well. 
     I love Drexel. I’ve studied there, 
worked there, and met all of my 
closest friends and husband there. 
I’m proud to be a Dragon. I just 
hope in the future the 40 Under 40 
will better refl ect me and all of my 
classmates. 
DANIELLE (KINDT) TINDER
BS psychology ’08
MS project management ’16
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

This, On the 
Other Hand...
I wanted to tell you how much I 
enjoyed the Drexel 125th anniver-
sary edition.

Normally, I just peruse those 
issues, looking mostly for chemical 
engineering ’51 in “Friends We Miss.”

This time, I enjoyed every word! 
I was one of the rambunctious vets 

enrolled after World War II, with 
limited patience for bossy profs, 
but now I am very proud to be a 
Drexel grad with what my school 
has become.

We watched trolleys in the 
streets nearby, the El overhead, 
and the Pennsy nearby. Now you 
have a huge campus still following 
A.J. Drexel’s community goals.

I had a good career, ending in 
management with DuPont, and am 
still alive, driving, living by myself 
at 84 and happy.

Congratulations on your 125 
years. I was there for half of it.
BOB STANTON 
BS chemical engineering ’51
Pilesgrove, New Jersey

I fi nally had the chance to review in 
detail the magnifi cent 125th anni-
versary edition.

You and your team are to be 
commended for pulling together so 
many fascinating and illuminating 
items from the archives and in turn 
bringing us to the present and shar-
ing future plans. One of your chal-
lenges, which you met with fl ying 
blue and gold colors, was to help 
bring us graduates from disparate 
disciplines and schools together.

By us, I mean, in my case — I am 
a graduate of Hahnemann Medical 
College and enjoying being part of 
the new Drexel College of Medicine 
as well as Drexel University.
ALFRED M. SADLER JR. 
MD ’66
Carmel, California

I’m a bit behind in my reading 
material, but I fi nally picked up the 
125th anniversary edition. Usually I 
just skim through to see if anything 
interests me, look at the Class 
Notes and the obituaries (unfor-
tunately), and then add it to my 
recycling box. That wasn’t the case 
with this edition.

I found myself going page by 
page, reading the facts, enjoying 
some of your tongue-in-cheek hu-

mor. It was well done. I think every 
incoming freshman should receive 
a copy. I wish I had some of this 
knowledge going in as a freshman.  

This has generated unimport-
ant but curious questions of mine 
which still exist from 1970–74; such 
as do the frats still take over the 
Main Building in their designated 
areas between the lunch break? Is 
there still a break between morning 
and afternoon classes? 

Plus, it was very educational. 
Being a food and nutrition student, 
I was informed that it doesn’t exist 
anymore. When I read Drexel has a 
culinary/food science department 
and also a major in public health, 
it spiked a renewed interest in the 
University that had died long ago.
This magazine must have cost 
you hours/weeks of hard work. I 
congratulate you. 
CYNTHIA FLAH MAZZA
BS nutrition ’74
Spring, Texas

Editor’s note: Thank you, Cynthia. To 
answer your questions, the common 
hour doesn’t exist anymore and 
frats don’t take over Main Building 
for lunches — I haven’t been able 
to pinpoint when those traditions 
ended, but I can say that these 
days there are too many good 
restaurants, lunch trucks and other 
meeting spaces on campus to keep 
people lingering in Main Building 
for long . 

Send letters to the editor to magazine@drexel.edu.

ABOUT THIS EDITION’S COVER

On Nov. 19, 2016, an Atlas V 541 
rocket lifted off from Cape Canaveral 
Air Force Station in Florida carrying 
NASA’s newest weather satellite, the 
GOES-16, into orbit. Image courtesy 
of United Launch Alliance.
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CROSS  WALK

ARCHITECTURE

It’s an unseasonably warm Thursday in January and Drexel alumnus 
Brendan Forristal (BArch ’16) has taken the day off from the job he 
landed after graduation at a local architecture firm to head back to 
campus and work on a class project he never exactly finished. 

He’s been a part of it from the very beginning, and is determined to 
see it through to the end.

Forristal is one of about a dozen students who helped build a tiny house 
as part of a design-build studio challenge led by local architect and ad-
junct professor Tim Kearney, with help from Hanley Bodek, a long-time 
West Philadelphia real estate developer looking to make a difference. 

The idea to build the tiny house originated with Bodek while he was 
teaching a class at the University of Pennsylvania (also open to Drexel 
students) in which the students were required to buy an abandoned 
house and flip it. 

Small 
Wonder
Architecture students took on a little project with a big payoff this 
year in a class challenge that taught them about the tiny house 
movement, construction, urban farming and permaculture. 
By Katie Clark
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The Bodek 
“Tiny House” 

Challenge 
team included 

(left to right) 
Tim Kearney, 

Coleman 
Blanchard, 

Jeff Pond 
and Brendan 

Forristal.
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ARCHITECTURE (CONT.)

BRIEFSCROSSWALK

A Drexel team secured a $12 million, 
fi ve-year grant from the Wellcome 
Trust’s Our Planet, Our Health ini-
tiative to study how the governance, 
design, organization and environ-
ment of Latin American cities affect 
population health and inequities 
within cities. The project also has a 
distinct focus on understanding the 
links between the health and envi-
ronmental sustainability of cities.

Ana Diez Roux, dean of Drexel’s 
Dornsife School of Public Health 
and director of the Urban Health 
Collaborative, will lead a team that 
spans 11 Latin American and three 
U.S. institutions. The researchers 
will study hundreds of Latin Ameri-
can and Caribbean cities, looking for 
ways cities can improve the health 
of their residents. The Our Planet, 
Our Health initiative was designed 
to fund research aimed at under-
standing the changing Earth and 
how it affects our health, and fi nding 
solutions benefi cial to both.

LeBow’s 
Online 
MBA 
Ranked 
in Top 

The LeBow College of Business 
online MBA program was again 
listed among Financial Times’ list 
of the top 20 in the world for the 
fourth year in a row, and it is the 
only such program in the Delaware 
Valley to make the cut in 2017. 

“LeBow goes the extra mile to 
replicate the classroom experience 
for our online students as much as 
possible,” says Ron Nordone, assis-
tant dean for graduate programs. 

The online MBA began more 
than 10 years ago as a 24-month, 
part-time program, in which stu-
dents take classes at any time and 
progress with a cohort.

“This particular ranking is im-
portant to us because it’s based in 
large part on feedback from alum-
ni, who speak to the ROI of a Drexel 
MBA,” says Dean Frank Linnehan. 
“Their success proves it’s a great 
investment.”

Sizing Up
Cities in 
Latin America

PUBLIC HEALTHBUSINESS

Drexel donated the fi nished tiny house to 
Greensgrow West, an urban agriculture 
organization in West Philadelphia that 
will use it for youth education programs.

It was experiential learning at its fi nest, only with one huge problem: 
It took too long.

“It could take over three years to buy a house and renovate it because 
of the size,” Bodek says. “And the cost of land or vacant abandoned 
houses has gone so high that doing a student rehab job is prohibitive.”

So he started thinking smaller.
“I’ve always liked small things: They are more effi cient, less wasteful 

— small is beautiful,” he explains. “Coupled with that is the fact that one 
of the world’s problems is lack of adequate housing. And I thought the 
tiny house could be part of the solution.”

Bodek contacted the Department of Architecture and made a gift 
to support the project. From there, the Bodek “Tiny House” Challenge 
was born.

The challenge is a three-term competition/design/build studio in 
which students learn about the tiny house movement, urban farming 
and permaculture and participate in the design and construction of 
a trailer-based tiny house.

Kearney, who has taught architecture at the University for 16 years, 
was tapped to head the project, since he had previous experience 
building tiny houses with his fi rm, CuetoKEARNEY Architects. The 
class began in spring 2016 with a design competition, construction be-
gan that summer and the project wrapped up this past winter term. 

“The difference between drawing something on paper or on a 
computer and actually working on it — I mean, some of these kids 
have never held a hammer before — it’s been pretty wonderful,” Ke-
arney says. “There is nothing like the experience of actually building 
something.”

Forristal can attest. “As a student, being able to go from conceptual 
design, to construction documents, to actual building — it’s been so 
invaluable,” he says. “I was able to see this creation come to life.”

It was decided early on that the recipient of the completed, 
200-square-foot tiny house would be the West Philly location (51st and 
Baltimore) of Greensgrow, a community organization that employs ur-
ban agriculture to cultivate food, community and entrepreneurship. 
The Drexel team presented the house at a ceremony on Feb. 22 to 
Greensgrow Executive Director Ryan Kuck.

“Nonprofi ts have to build things on a tight budget — this house is so 
beautifully crafted; there’s a lot of love in it,” says Kuck. “It’s inspiring 
and really exciting for us.” 

Kuck says the tiny house will be used for educational programs for 
children and youth in the neighborhood, and he plans to auction off 
overnight stays in the house as a fundraiser for Greensgrow.

For Bodek, the whole experience is exactly what he had in mind. 
“Giving architecture students the chance to use their hands to build 

what they design is a valuable experience and will lead to better, more 
practical and sustainable architecture, which the world needs,” he says. 
“I think challenges like these could eventually lead to land-use solu-
tions in Philadelphia and across the nation.”

Doctors 
use fecal 
transplantation 
to balance the 
good and bad 
bacteria in the 
gut, and Nandi 
is among those 
seeking new 
methods to 
transfer poop 
to patients 
and treat not 
only C. diff but 
possibly other 
intestinal ill-
nesses. “If you 
have a healthy 
person with 
healthy stool 
and a nice, 
normal bal-
ance of fl ora, 
that’s probably 
the most ele-
gant and ultra 
probiotic there 
could possi-
bly be,” says 
Nandi.

NANOMATERIALS

Material 
Witnesses
A recent Drexel 
study showed 
MXene can 
ward off elec-
tromagnetic 
interference 
from mobile 
devices — and 
that’s just one 
of the many 
properties and 
potential uses 
for MXene, 
which is a 
two-dimen-
sional material 
created fi ve 
years ago 
by Drexel 
researchers. A 
cover story in 
Nature Reviews 
Materials 
suggested 
more research 
institutions 

should partner 
with Drexel’s 
Department 
of Materials 
Science and 
Engineering 
to study the 
capacity of 
MXene. It 
could be the 
key to building 
smaller, faster 
electronics and 
more effi cient 
energy-storage 
devices — and 
even repair-
ing damaged 
neurons. 

PUBLIC HEALTH

Strokes in 
the Southeast
The Southeast 

features the 
highest con-
centration of 
people living 
with stroke 
risk factors, 
such as high 
blood pres-
sure, diabetes 
and smoking, 
a study fi nds. 
The geographic 
distribution 
of risk factors 
mirrors the 
distribution of 
stroke mortali-
ty, according to 
Leslie McClure, 
a professor 
in the Dorn-
sife School of 
Public Health 
and the study’s 
senior author. 
“Trying to un-
derstand why is 
the next step in 
this analysis,” 
she says.

PUBLIC HEALTH

Cough It Up
A study from the 
Dornsife School 
of Public Health 
found that 
adding daycare 
facilities to a 
neighborhood 
doesn’t make 
its residents 
more sick, 
despite what 
you might think 
about children 
being germ 
factories. Neal 
Goldstein, as-
sistant research 
professor, led a 
team compar-
ing the density 
of Philadel-
phia daycares 
to cases of 
whooping cough 
and discovered 
no correlation. 
Vaccination, it 

turns out, is 
still the most 
important factor 
in fending it off.

MEDICINE

Preventing 
Sports Injuries
With just a 
small amount 
of education 
about preven-
tive training, 
youth soccer 
coaches can 
be as effective 
as professional 
athletic trainers 
at preventing 

injuries in 
young athletes, 
according to a 
study on which 
the College 
of Medicine 
was a partner. 
Injury preven-
tion programs 
are success-
ful when 
implemented 
by health care 
professionals, 
“but that isn’t a 
feasible long-
term solution,” 
says Thomas 
Trojian, a 
College of 
Medicine 
professor and 
chief medical 
offi cer for 
Drexel Athletics 
Department. 
More education 
for coaches 
might just be 
the key.

POLLUTION 
PROBLEM 
Despite a decline in the number 
of new natural gas wells in the 
Marcellus Shale region of Northeast 
Pennsylvania, levels of atmospheric 
methane and other air pollutants 
are on the rise, according to a 
study led by Peter DeCarlo, an 
assistant professor in the College 
of Engineering and College of Arts 
and Sciences. The study found the 
increased air pollution is likely 
linked to increased natural gas 
production, rather than the number 
of new wells in the area.

MEDICINE

Power of Poop
Neilanjan 
Nandi, a gas-
troenterologist 
and assistant 
professor in 
the College 
of Medicine, 
is research-
ing whether 
bacteria 
extracted from 
human stool 
can cure the 
nasty bacterial 
infection Clos-
tridium diffi cile 
(C. diff) when 
condensed into 
a pill. 

ENGINEERING

Research
For more about Drexel’s research enterprise, 
see EXEL Magazine at exelmagazine.org.

“This is 
critical because 
health and 
environmental 
sustainability 
are closely 
entwined.”
ANA DIEZ ROUX, dean of Drexel’s 
Dornsife School of Public Health
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This Hot 
Spice Was 
Invented 
Here
The next time you eat at Bottle Bar East in Fishtown, 
Jim’s Steaks on South Street or Capofi tto Pizza in Old 
City, you’ll probably see St. Lucifer’s Spice on the table, 
and you might be interested to know that Drexel stu-
dents helped the spice manufacturer develop the latest 
spice in its product line: Jalapeño Table Spice #13. 

St. Lucifer Foods Co., which is headed by Philadel-
phia-based culinary entrepreneurs Ted Ebert and Tom 
Hewell, already had a hit with “The Glory of Hot” — 
their masterful blend of garlic, salt, vinegar and fi ery 
habanero peppers. But, as a single spice blend, get-
ting adequate space on the grocery shelves became a 
problem. To build out their spice family, they turned to 
students in The Drexel Food Lab and Drexel’s Center 
for Hospitality and Sport Management.

“Through extensive ingredient research and test-
ing, the students found their inspiration peaked 
ultimately with the lime juice powder and with that 
created a salsa verde spice, that ultimately evolved 
into the Jalapeño Table Spice #13,” said Food Lab 
Manager Ally Zeitz.

Jalapeño Table Spice #13 can be found 
in retailers around the country, locally 
at DiBruno Brothers and Wegmans, or 
purchased online at saintluciferspice.com.  

VirtuallyInspired.org 
will showcase ideas 
in virtual reality, 
robotics, holography, 
gamifi cation, 
wearables and more.

CREW

On a historic rainy-day race on May 13, the Drexel 
rowing team won the overall team title and fi rst ever 
women’s points title on the Schuylkill River at the 79th 
annual Dad Vail Regatta, the nation’s largest colle-
giate regatta. 

Drexel has now won the overall title at the event fi ve 
times in a row, each year dating back to 2013. The 
victory in 2013 was the Dragons’ fi rst Dad Vail title in 
program history. 

The Dragons won both the men’s and women’s varsi-
ty eight gold medals en route to seven medals in total 
for the event — fi ve gold, a silver and a bronze.

This marks the fi rst time since Purdue in 2007 that a 
school has won both the men’s and women’s heavy-
weight gold medals at Dad Vail. The gold medal was 
the fi rst-ever grand fi nals win for the women’s varsity 
eight at Dad Vail. For the men, it was the second gold 
in program history for the varsity eight, with the fi rst 
coming in 2013. 

Drexel has now won 40 of its 62 all-time Dad Vail 
medals under the guidance of Director of Rowing Paul 
Savell, who has guided the program now through 10 
Dad Vails.

Five-Peat
Dad Vail
Winners

Always looking for new ways to 
be at the forefront of education-
al innovation, Drexel University 
Online (DUO) has launched Vir-
tuallyInspired.org, a website 
showcasing videos of some of the 
brightest ideas and best prac-
tices in the world of online and 
blended education.

“The website serves as a re-
pository for knowledge-sharing; a 
place where educators facing the 
unique opportunities and challeng-
es of the digital age can come for 
inspiration,” says Susan Aldridge, 
president of DUO.

The site will be updated weekly 
with virtual success stories from 
around the world, using the 
latest technologies — from virtual 
reality, robotics and holography, 
to real-time videoconferencing, 
gamifi cation and wearables.

For example, online students 
at Drexel’s College of Nursing and 
Health Professions perform exams 
on a virtual, interactive patient 
known as Tina the Avatar. In Aus-
tralia, ReefHQ Aquarium allows 
students from anywhere in the 
world to experience the Great Bar-
rier Reef — thanks to scuba divers 
and videoconferencing equipment. 
At Case Western Reserve Univer-
sity, students explore anatomy 
through the Microsoft HoloLens. 
Each video is accompanied by a 
case study of how the technology 
is being used.

Inspiring
Technologies,
Explained in
Weekly Videos

TAMINE MOKDISSI
SENIOR, BS BUSINESS AND ENGINEERING

Every year, more than 5,700 students discover their careers 
through the Drexel Co-op program — a signature model 
of education that balances classroom theory with paid job 
experience within a buzzing network of nearly 1,700 co-op 
employers in 51 countries. What does a Drexel co-op look 
like? In this regular feature, we ask a student fresh off  a 
recent co-op to show us. — Katie Clark

THE CO-OP
I worked during summer term as a 
program manager at Microsoft Corp. in 
Redmond, Washington. I worked in the 
cloud and enterprise business group in the 
identity and security services division. The 
company is amazing and they treat their 
interns really well — they organize a lot of 
activities for us, but they also give us real 
responsibilities. On this co-op, I worked 
on integrating the Touch ID functionality 
into an iOS application called Microsoft 
Authenticator, which allows a user to 
log into any account using multi-factor 
authentication, one of the most secure 
forms of electronic identity authentication. 
I also prototyped the user experience for 
an Apple Watch version of the app.

THE OBJECTS
This is a Microsoft Surface 

3, which was given as a 
gift to all of us at the end 
of the co-op — it was an 
absolutely crucial device 

for all of the meetings and 
presentations that were 
a part of the job. When I 

wasn’t in meetings, I was 
designing prototypes for 
the app and fi guring out 

ways to simplify the user 
experience. The T-shirt 

was also a gift — in fact, 
this style of dress is pretty 
standard for employees at 

technology companies. 

THE TAKEAWAY
This co-op helped me decide to switch my 
major from computer engineering to busi-
ness and engineering. Changing majors is 
a scary thing to do going into your senior 
year. But I think it’s so important that I did 
that while still in school, instead of having 
to go back for another degree. Drexel’s 
co-op program lets you experience what 
your degree will be worth in the future 
— and it gives you a head start. I already 
have a résumé with multiple work experi-
ences and many of my fellow classmates 
from other schools are graduating with no 
work experience. Historically, there have 
been very few women in the technology 
industry; my classes at Drexel were also 
male-dominated. But there is defi nitely 
an industry shift toward bringing in more 
women. And I’m a part of that. After I 
graduate, I will be returning to Microsoft 
as a program manager.

Microsoft 
Surface

Microsoft 
T-shirt

J
E

F
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O

CO-OP PROGRAM

Show and Tell

(We call it co-op!)

BRIEFS

Jalapeño Table Spice #13 can be found 
in retailers around the country, locally 
at DiBruno Brothers and Wegmans, or 
purchased online at saintluciferspice.com.  

VirtuallyInspired.org 
will showcase ideas 
in virtual reality, 
robotics, holography, 
gamifi cation, 
wearables and more.

FOOD LAB
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About 7,000 new Drexel alumni donned cap and gown this spring at sep-
arate commencement ceremonies throughout Philadelphia, culminating 
in a University-wide ceremony at Citizens Bank Park on June 13. 

Under stadium lights in the home of the Philadelphia Phillies, gradu-
ates heard from computational design guru John Maeda, the global head 
of Computational Design and Inclusion at Automattic, the parent com-
pany of Jetpack, WooCommerce, Longreads, WordPress.com and more. 

Welcome, New Alumni

COMMENCEMENT SOCIAL

Look for young friends in a 
Commencement 2017 photo 
album at drexelmagazine.org.

Listen, it’s hard to wear headphones 
under a motorcycle helmet, so 
Drexel-based student design 
company EAOS created SlimBuds. 

Separate school ceremonies were conducted in the week before, and 
included Kline School of Law’s event on May 18, when 168 new law 
graduates celebrated the completion of their degrees, and the College 
of Medicine’s ceremony for 578 graduates the following day, both at the 
Kimmel Center for the Performing Arts. Pictured above, College of Med-
icine graduates Kim Nguyen (front-right), Vinu Ninan (front-left), Carl 
Quesnell (back-right), Priya Raghavan (back-left). 

Transform 
industry.

Transform industry with an Executive Doctorate 

of Business Administration from LeBow. This 

part-time executive doctoral program is designed 

to equip executives and senior managers like you 

with methods to address complex industry and 

organizational challenges.

DrexelExecDBA.com

17-COM-2947_DrexelLeBow DBA.indd   1 4/10/17   10:36 AM

549 2

“Match Day” on March 17 — when future physicians from 
the College of Medicine learn where they will begin their 
medical careers — was full of emotions.

After a fairly mild winter, March roared in like a lion and 
dropped about six inches of snow across the region on March 
14, forcing Drexel to (gasp!) cancel classes for the day.

PennDOT  
@PennDOTNews
@DrexelUniv 
President John 
Fry speaking 
about STEM pro-
gram graduates 
and #Engineering. 
pscp.tv/w/a7ZFiD-
FZTEVK
 
Orla Pease  
@Orla_Pease
Packed room to 
discuss impor-
tance of Women 
in Transportation 
and Government 
@DrexelUniv 
@SecRichards 
@UrbanEngineers 
#womenmoveus
 
Cisco M&C EIC 
@CMC_EIC
Happy #Throw-
backThursday 
to when our @
DrexelUniv co-
ops fi nished up 
their fi rst day in 
the RTP offi ce! 
Welcome to Cisco! 
#WeAreCisco
 
ImpactAlpha  
@ImpactAlpha
A $6M Phila. 
health fund is 
investing in a 
clinical trial app 
founded by a team 
based @Drexel-
Univ bit.ly/2odx-
1Kz #impinv
 
Technical.ly Philly  
@TechnicallyPHL
Earbuds for 
bikers? This 
company from @
DrexelUniv grads 
raised $30K on In-
diegogo in 24 hrs 
bit.ly/2nXND9p

 twitter.com/drexeluniv    facebook.com/drexeluniv             

 instagram.com/drexeluniv    youtube.com/drexeluniv

Listen, it’s hard to wear headphones 
under a motorcycle helmet, so 
Drexel-based student design 
company EAOS created SlimBuds. 
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COMMUNITY ENVIRONMENT

INTRODUCING
B. REX. 
You’ve heard of T. rex. 
But what about B. rex?
Scientists from the 
Academy of Natural 
Sciences were part of 
a team that described 
Bothriolepis rex, a new 
giant in the group 
Antiarchi, which are 
extinct fi sh with external, 
bony armored plates 
covering their head, 
shoulders and front 
fi ns. The researchers 
identifi ed the new 
fi sh from fossils fi rst 
discovered in 2000 on 
Ellesmere Island in 
Nunavut, Canada. 

LAW

Rad Grad

Emily Derstine Friesen may be just one year out of law 
school, but after she helped to win one of the largest 
age-discrimination awards an individual client has ever 
received, she’s looking like a seasoned pro. —Ben Seal

“Law school, in 
a lot of ways, 
doesn’t refl ect 
what practicing 
law is like, but 
I think Drexel 
does a great job 
of trying to get 
us out of the 
classroom and 
out of the text-
book and into 
practicing.” 

Just a year ago, Emily Derstine 
Friesen was fi nishing her em-
ployment law studies in the Kline 
School of Law. Today, she has 
a full roster of clients at a local 
fi rm and can boast a stunning $51 
million verdict secured in her fi rst 
professional trial. 

Derstine Friesen ’16 started 
full-time at Console Mattiacci Law 
in Philadelphia last September and 
didn’t wait long to make a mark. 
By December she joined the team 
representing Robert Braden, a 
66-year-old client who alleged age 
discrimination against Lockheed 
Martin when the defense contractor 
laid him off after 29 years of service. 

In February, a federal jury in 
Camden, New Jersey, awarded 
Braden more than $1 million 
in damages and losses, plus a 
massive $50 million in punitive 
damages against Lockheed. At 
a stage of her career when most 
young attorneys are locked in doc-
ument review and can only dream 
of the courtroom, Derstine Friesen 
is already holding employers 
accountable in a major way.

“It was exhilarating,” Derstine 
Friesen says. “It was an amazing 
opportunity, and I feel fortunate 
that I was able to get it so early in 
my career.”

Derstine Friesen argued 
motions in the trial and worked 
alongside Rahul Munshi, the lead 
attorney on the case, to demon-
strate to the jury that Lockheed 
had a pattern of replacing older 
employees like Braden with young-
er workers. 

“It was such a rewarding 
experience to see our client feel 
vindicated,” Derstine Friesen says.

The case wasn’t Derstine 
Friesen’s fi rst. During law school 
she participated in Professor 
Richard Frankel’s Appellate Litiga-
tion Clinic, in which law students 
have opportunities to take on real 
cases. She represented an indigent 
prisoner who alleged he had been 
wrongfully convicted of murder due 

to ineffective counsel. She took the 
case to the Third Circuit Court of 
Appeals — a rare experience even 
for seasoned lawyers. She wrote 
the briefs, communicated with 
opposing counsel and, ultimately, 
delivered oral argument in court. 
Though she was unable to free her 
client, the courtroom experience 
was invaluable. 

“The clinic [at Kline School of 
Law] gave her an opportunity to 
develop her skills in the context of 
representing a real client in a diffi -
cult case, and she took advantage 
of that opportunity to the fullest,” 
Frankel says. “The case required 
a lot of work and presented sig-
nifi cant challenges, so it helped 
to foster resilience, in addition to 
legal skills.”

After graduation, Derstine 
Friesen hit the ground running at 
Console Mattiaci Law. Shortly after 
the Lockheed verdict, she had 60 
clients on her case list, spanning 
sex, age and race discrimination, 
retaliation, breach of contract 
and wrongful discharge. She is 
passionate about seeking justice 
for clients who have been wronged 
by employers, and doing it daily is 
“very rewarding work,” she says. 

“Law school, in a lot of ways, 
doesn’t refl ect what practicing law 
is like, but I think Drexel does a 
great job of trying to get us out of 
the classroom and out of the text-
book and into practicing,” Derstine 
Friesen says.

To Frankel, the Appellate Liti-
gation Clinic is a way for students 
to discover that they are able to 
accomplish much more than they 
think they can. It made clear to him 
that Derstine Friesen could think 
creatively, research extensively and 
advocate strongly on behalf of a cli-
ent. Early in her career, she’s using 
those skills for fulfi lling work that 
protects clients like Braden.

“We teach people to do well and 
to do good,” Frankel says, “and 
this is a great example of someone 
doing well and doing good.”

Emily Derstine Friesen ’16
Kline School of Law

COLLECTIONS

Hair to 
the Chief
One of the more idiosyncratic 
collections stored in the Acade-
my of Natural Sciences of Drexel 
University is a sampling of locks 
of hair from past presidents. 
The collection underwent some 
growth recently when it acquired 
another lock, this time belonging 
to former President Jimmy Carter. 
The presidential samples in the 
Academy’s collection run from 
George Washington to Millard Fill-
more, including hair from each of 
the fi rst 13 American presidents.

Robert M. Peck, a senior fellow 
at the Academy, wrote to each of 
the living presidents asking if they 
would contribute to the display, 
and Carter obliged, sending a 
zipped bag with a cluster of half-
inch clippings. 

“Since returning home from 
the White House, I have kept it 
cut quite short,” Carter wrote in a 
letter sent with the hair. “I did not 
anticipate growing longer locks 
for display in a museum!”

COLLECTIONS

As America was electing its new president in November — and po-
tentially charting a new course in the climate action movement — fi ve 
students and fi ve faculty members from Drexel were in Morocco for the 
world’s biggest annual climate change conference. 

For the second year in a row, Drexel obtained observer status at 
the conference, which allowed the group to attend meetings, panels 
and presentations and report on the action taken by the international 
delegates at COP22. Drexel was one of only a few dozen universities 
observing at COP22, after having demonstrated expertise and prior 
research in the interdisciplinary areas affected by climate change and 
being granted permanent observer status after COP21. 

Despite any concerns he had about the United States’ future con-
tributions to the fi ght against global warming, Franco Montalto says 
attending the 22nd Conference of the Parties of the United Nations 
Framework Convention on Climate Change was reinvigorating.

“It reminded me again that the climate action movement is now a 
worldwide phenomenon,” says Montalto, an associate professor in the 
College of Engineering and the director of the new North American 
Hub of the Urban Climate Change Research Network at Drexel.

Montalto and his Drexel colleagues were part of an envoy put togeth-
er by the Offi ce of International Programs and the Institute for Energy 
and the Environment.

In Solemn 
Observance 
of the Climate

The Drexel delegation at COP22 
included Franco Montalto, 
Stephanie Miller, Samantha 
Rachko, Lauren Smalls-Mantey 
and Hugh Johnson.

This summer, the blocks around 
Drexel’s campus are hosting art in-
stallations, movie nights, BBQs and 
games as part of LoLa 38, a collab-
orative art and community project 
running from April to October. 

LoLa 38 is a joint effort from 
Drexel’s Lindy Institute for Urban 
Innovation, People’s Emergen-
cy Center, Wexford Science + 
Technology and the University City 
Science Center that will bring arts 
and events to the site of the former 
University City High School at 36th 
and Filbert streets and the United 
Bank building at 38th Street and 
Lancaster Avenue. 

“My hope is that what we do 
draws people to this area,” says 
Hannah Rechtschaffen, a project 
manager in the Lindy Institute. “I 
think Lancaster Avenue is just at 
the start of something really great 
and beautiful. There are really 
engaged business owners, there’s 
an engaged community devel-
opment corporation, there are 
engaged civic groups. I hope that 
we can be a test case for what 
might happen if you just start 
doing things.”

The history of development 
in and around University City 
is painful for many in the com-
munity, but LoLa 38 is an effort 
to go about things differently, 
Rechtschaffen says.

“The arts can create an event 
where you have people sharing 
space and there’s an opportunity to 
talk,” says Rechtschaffen.

LoLa 38 
Brings
Blocks to Life
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The A.J. Drexel Autism Institute is 
committed to improving the lives 
of those on the autism spectrum.  
The first of its kind in the country, 
the institute uses population-based 
strategies to help people with  
autism lead healthy, fulfilling lives.

Boys are nearly 
five times more 
likely than girls 
to have autism.

40% of young 
adults with 

autism are not 
working and are 

not in school.

Autism  
affects  

1 in 68 children 
and  

1 in 42 boys.

Annual  
U.S. costs  

associated with 
ASD exceed  
$250 billion.

  Did you  
know?

Learn more at: Drexel.edu/autisminstitute
3020 Market Street, Suite 560, Philadelphia, Pa. 19104  |  215.571.3401

Fifty-seven years after it was placed inside the Kor-
man Center’s cornerstone, a treasure trove of Drexel 
documents and mementos was opened in December. 
The memorabilia found inside the box, which was 
fi lled in 1959 when the building was built, offered a 
look at what life was like at the then-Drexel Institute 
of Technology. 

Most of the items inside the box related to the 
field of librarianship — appropriate considering 
the building was opened as the home of a campus 
library and Drexel’s library school. There were pro-
motional pamphlets and brochures about the library 
programs, as well as information on the construction 
and planning process and publications documenting 
the growth of Drexel and the librarianship pro-

gram. The box also contained curriculum catalogs, 
Drexel’s charter and a map of the plan for campus de-
velopment at a time when the institution had only six 
buildings on campus.

Printed versions of speeches from Drexel’s 
then-President James Creese were also inside the box, 
including one he gave to local business, industrial and 
educational leaders in 1956 about his recent tour of 
the Soviet Union to learn about Soviet scientifi c and 
technical education.

The building’s original cornerstone will be re-
installed and remain part of the Korman Center 
Building, but its contents have been handed over to 
University Archives. It was a fi tting fi nd in Drexel’s 
125th anniversary year.

’50s Capsule 
Unearthed at Korman

Drexel is doing its part to make fl ying safe and effi -
cient as part of a new Federal Aviation Administration 
Center of Excellence (COE) led by the University of 
Oklahoma and Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University. 
Drexel is a core member of the Solutions for Opera-
tional Aviation Research COE, a consortium providing 
the FAA with research to modernize the technical 
training of air traffi c controllers, aviation safety 
inspectors, airway transportation system specialists, 
engineers and technicians. 

“They do a critical job, they perform critical safety 
tasks, and we need to make sure they’re trained 
well into the future with advanced technologies and 
personalized and adaptive training methods,” says 
Kurtulus Izzetoglu, an associate research professor 
in the School of Biomedical Engineering, Science and 
Health Systems who is Drexel’s institutional principal 
investigator for the COE.

The technical training and human performance 
COE is the second for which Drexel serves as a core 
institution. Drexel is also a core member of a COE on 
unmanned aircraft systems, or drones, which formed 
in 2015. Drexel has been performing research at the 
FAA William J. Hughes Technical Center in Atlantic 
City, New Jersey, where students and faculty support 
“human in the loop” studies to assess fl ight control-
lers’ cognitive performance. 

Alan Greenberger, the new head 
of the Department of Architecture 
Design and Urbanism in Drexel’s 
Westphal College of Media Arts 
& Design, was honored with the 
American Institute of Architects’ 
2017 Thomas Jefferson Award for 
Public Architecture, which recog-
nizes excellence in architectural 
advocacy and achievement.

Greenberger won the award for 
his work as the City of Philadel-
phia’s deputy mayor for economic 
development and chairman of 
the Philadelphia City Planning 
Commission under former Mayor 
Michael Nutter.

During Greenberger’s tenure, 
the city rewrote its antiquated 
zoning code and produced a 
comprehensive plan called Phila-
delphia 2035, both the fi rst of their 
kind in over 50 years. Philadel-
phia also experienced its biggest 
building boom in several genera-
tions, including new public spaces, 
waterfront parks and distinctive 
buildings, all of which Greenberger 
had a signifi cant hand in bringing 
to fruition. Most notable among 
them are the renovation of the 
long-abandoned Divine Lorraine 
Hotel on North Broad Street and 
the Gallery at Market East, both of 
which had languished for decades 
and are now nearing completion, 
with a promise to re-energize their 
neighborhoods.

Keeping the 
Skies Safe

Greenberger 
Recognized 
for City 
Contributions

Korman Center is currently being expanded and reno-
vated with help from an $8 million gift from the Hyman 
Korman Family Foundation. The project will create a 
modern glass façade and a classic campus green.
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AWARDS NATURAL SCIENCES

WHAT’S YOUR STORY? 
What does it take to be named 
one of Drexel’s 40 Under 40?   

Past honorees include authors, 
fi lmmakers, fashion designers, 
and founders of companies and 
nonprofi ts. They are leaders, in-
ventors, scientists and athletes. 
We’re incredibly proud of their 
stories, because they show how 
far a person can go with a great 
mind and a solid education.   

We’re looking for our next 
group of accomplished young 
alumni. If that’s you, or some-
one you know, we want to hear 
from you.   

ELIGIBILITY 
• Must be 39 years or younger 

as of March 1, 2018.   
• Must have received a degree.   
• Should have achieved demon-

strated success in business, 
the private or nonprofi t 
sector, the arts, community 
involvement or advocacy.   

• Must submit nominee’s high 
resolution photograph and 
résumé.   

Nominations can be submitted 
at drexelmagazine.org/40U40 
or sent to the following mailing 
address by Sept. 4, 2017.   

DREXEL MAGAZINE 
40 Under 40 Nominations 
3141 Chestnut Street 
Main Building · Suite 309 
Philadelphia, PA 19104

This photo is of a rusty-patched bumblebee (Bombus affi nis) specimen 
collected by the Academy of Natural Sciences of Drexel University in 
1864 from Ontario, Canada, and it’s relevant because in January, the 
Bombus affi nis became the fi rst bumblebee species placed on the feder-
al endangered species list.

The Academy’s specimen is called a “type specimen” because it was 
used as the basis for the fi rst scientifi c description of the species.
   John Gelhaus, the entomology curator at the Academy of Natural 
Sciences, says scientists aren’t exactly clear what caused a drastic de-
cline in the species, but it may have been a fungus carried by “farmed” 
bumblebees into the wild populations, along with exposure to newer, 
longer-lasting pesticides.

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service said the bee, which was once “so 
ordinary it moved from fl ower to fl ower collecting nectar and pollen,” 
is now on the brink of extinction. Its abundance has since plummeted 
87 percent and today small, scattered populations exist in just 13 states 
and one Canadian province.

Buzz Cut

The Haitian Coalition of Philadel-
phia honored three members of 
the Drexel community for their 
work building relationships with 
the island nation.

Ahaji Schreffl er, associate 
director of Drexel’s Study Abroad 
Offi ce, received the Honorary 
Haitian Citizen Award; Harriet 
Levin Millan, director of Drexel’s 
Certifi cate Program in Writing and 
Publishing and associate teaching 
professor in the College of Arts 
and Sciences, was honored with 
the Haitian Cultural Ambassa-
dor Award (see more about her 
“literary activism” on page 34); and 
Shonta Collins, MSN ’13, a former 
adjunct professor in the College 
of Nursing and Health Profes-
sions, received the organization’s 
Humanitarian Award.

“For the Haitian community in 
Philadelphia to recognize what I’m 
doing, which is very grassroots, 
just means so much to me,” says 
Schreffl er, who started We the Vil-
lage, a nonprofi t that raises funds, 
conducts outreach and provides 
educational opportunities for the 
children at Haiti’s Love Orphanage. 

Millan and Schreffl er lead an 
annual study abroad trip that fo-
cuses on PEN Haiti, a literary arts 
organization that helps spread free 
expression, and includes a service 
component at Love Orphanage. To 
Schreffl er, the awards speak to 
the range of perspectives the three 
women experienced through their 
connections with Haiti’s people.

Bridge 
to Haiti

“A lot of people just think of Haiti as poverty — 
a place that needs help. But there’s so much to 
learn by going there: a rich history and culture and 
amazing people.” — Ahaji Schreffl er, associate 
director of Drexel’s Study Abroad Offi ce
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Seven Characters
Karl Okamoto, 

inventor

INNOVATION

9 3 4 9 2 9 8
THE STORY OF NO. 

It can take an inventor years to receive an offi  cial U.S. 
patent, usually represented by a seven-digit number. But 
the full story behind most patents is much longer, and the 
process can be daunting. Kline School of Law Professor Karl 
Okamoto learned this the hard way when, on a lark, he fi led 
a patent application for an online learning system inspired 
by Drexel’s “learn by doing” co-op model of education. 
Through modern technology, Okamoto’s system is changing 
how students and employees learn, and this is the story of 
how it came to be. —Katie Clark and Sarah Greenblatt

Kline School of Law Professor 
Karl Okamoto didn’t want to be a 
talking head. Not when it came 
to his business law course, a 
fundamental introductory course 
for law students. The traditional 
lecture-style class wasn’t working 
— Okamoto’s students were prov-
ing time and time again that they 
were not retaining the material, 
like how to draft contracts, or how 
to explain liability to clients. If only 
they could learn by doing, Okamo-
to thought.

That spark of an idea happened 
in 2010. Now, Okamoto’s insight 
is the foundation of a young edtech 
company with a patented online 
learning system and a growing 
client roster that includes Com-
cast Corp., Wal-Mart Stores Inc., 
Domino’s Pizza and others. 

A team of determined alumni 
helped make it happen.

The interactive system, called 
Practice, allows students or 
employees to record short videos 
of themselves performing an 
assigned skill live. Their perfor-
mance is then evaluated by peers 
and coaches to help them improve.

One of the earliest members 

of Okamoto’s team to buy in to the 
concept was Emily Foote ’10, a 
former law student of Okamoto’s 
who experienced this model of 
interactive learning fi rsthand in 
Okamoto’s class.

“Instead of simply listening to 
a lecture, I actually experienced 
the skills,” she says. “As a result, 
my engagement level was high, 
my competency grew and my 
confi dence grew. Overall, it was 
an incredibly powerful learning 
experience.” 

“When you’re being recorded, 
you have to put so much more into 
it than you would if you were just 
a passive recipient in a lecture 
hall,” says Okamoto. “We were 
getting a lot more effort out of 
students than if we were just 
calling on them in class.”

Okamoto received more than 
$1 million in National Science 
Foundation funding to develop the 
system. To commercialize it, he 
and Foote launched the startup 
Practice.xyz, which has offi ces in 
Philadelphia and San Francisco. 

They began drafting a patent 
application in 2013 but hit a road-
block in 2014 when a Supreme 

Court ruling suddenly made it 
much harder to secure patents 
related to online learning. 

Their applications were rejected 
twice, says Steve Rocci (BS elec-
trical engineering ’77), a senior 
partner at Philadelphia-based 
BakerHostetler and Kline School 
advisory board member, who led 
a team of Drexel co-op students in 
working on the patent application. 
The team included alumna Laura 
Gordon ’14, who drafted the origi-
nal application.

Still, the team pressed on. 
In 2016, Viantinna Campa-

na Bordas ’16 stepped in and 
made compelling arguments 
that prompted the U.S. Patent 

and Trademark Offi ce to recon-
sider and grant the patent, Rocci 
explains — proof that Practice was 
on to something special. 

“The standards by which you 
had to convince the Patent Offi ce 
of the novelty and innovativeness 
of your code was very high,” Oka-
moto says. 

“It’s not just software where 
you’re uploading videos and 
getting feedback,” says Foote. 
“There’s a teaching methodology 
behind it. The patent is a validation 
that the methodology is powerful. 
It confi rms what the company has 
always been about:  helping our 
clients deliver powerful learning 
experiences.”

Karl Okamoto, 
inventor

LEARN BY DOING
Through the software, participants submit a 

video-recorded response to a skills challenge

LEARN WITH PRACTICE
Participants can create a portfolio of their feedback 

and skills performances to track progress 

LEARN FROM PEERS
Participants review performances 
and leave feedback for each other

LEARN FROM EXPERTS
Experts review performances and leave 

feedback, and post expert demonstrations
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WHAT CAN YOU DO? The Fish and Wildlife Service 
suggests: “Plant native fl owers, even in small plots 
in urban areas, using a variety that will bloom from 
spring through fall. Limit or avoid use of pesticides 
if possible, and always follow label instructions 
carefully. Foster natural landscapes and leave grass 
and garden plants uncut after summer to provide 
habitat for overwintering bees.”
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What 1995 
hip-hop 

documentary 
was fi lmed on 

campus?

Extraordinary amenities include Level 28, an entire club level dedicated to state-of-the-art 
member well-being and business entertaining; Cira Green, a visionary, one-acre 

landscaped oasis 90 feet above street level; and a world-class, seasonally-inspired American 
restaurant from the visionaries behind New York City’s Michelin-starred Rebelle.

  30TH AND WALNUT STREETS, PHILADELPHIA 
AKAUNIVERSITYCITY.COM 215 253 7775 

DESIGN ARCHITECT PELLI CLARKE PELLI EXECUTIVE ARCHITECT BLTA 
INTERIOR ARCHITECT ASFOUR GUZY INTERIOR DESIGN LISSONI ASSOCIATI

FMC TOWER, DEVELOPED AND OWNED BY BRANDYWINE REALTY TRUST AKA IS A DIVISION OF KORMAN COMMUNITIES

Now open! Ultra-luxury hotel and apartment 
residences with the city’s most spectacular 
views, available by the day, month or year.

AKA
UNIVERSITY 
CITY AT 
CIRA CENTRE 
SOUTH

125TH ANNIVERSARY TRIVIACROSSWALK

How Well Do You 
Know Drexel?
As Drexel’s year-long celebration of its 125th anniversary comes to a close, 
we leave you with some entertaining trivia about the Drexel family and 
the legacy institutions absorbed by the University over the generations. 

Which 
famous author 
named a fi sh in 
the Academy of 

Natural Science’s 
collection?

What does 
the world’s 

wealthiest nun 
have in common 

with Drexel?

What 
famous 

fi ctional spy 
was named after 

a real-life 
Academy 
scientist?

Who will 
forever be 

Drexel’s 
longest-serving 

employee?

Which 
Drexel family 

member is the 
subject of a Walt 

Disney fi lm? 

with Drexel?

longest-serving 

campus?

was named after 
T URN FOR ANSWERS

1

2

3

4

5

6
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If you’ve never watched the 1967 
Disney fi lm “The Happiest Million-
aire,” it’s worth digging up. The 
forgotten musical comedy focuses 
on the family of University founder 
Anthony J. Drexel and the titular 
character is his grandson, Col. 
Anthony Joseph Drexel Biddle Sr., 
an eccentric yet lovable member 
of the Philadelphia aristocracy 
who is played by Fred MacMurray, 
star of previous fi lms like “The 
Absent-Minded Professor” and 
“Double Indemnity.” The famous 
Philadelphian is depicted as an 
idiosyncratic family man who 
spends his days teaching hand-to-
hand combat and playing with his 
pet alligators (yes, plural). “The 
Happiest Millionaire” was adapted 
from the 1956 Broadway play of 
the same name, born out of the 
1955 book “My Philadelphia Fa-
ther,” written by Biddle’s daughter. 
Walt Disney turned the fi lm, which 
was one of his favorites, into what 
he called a “happy family musi-
cal” after the success of “Mary 
Poppins.” It was the last movie 
he ever worked on before he died, 
making “The Happiest Millionaire” 
an important part of both Drexel 
and Disney history.

In 1934, Ernest Hem-
ingway invited Charles 
Cadwalader, the pres-
ident of the Academy 
of Natural Sciences 
(not then owned by 
Drexel University), and 
Henry Weed Fowler, an 
ichthyologist and the 
Academy’s fi rst full-
time curator of fi sh, to 
his house in Cuba for 
a fi shing expedition of 
Atlantic billfi sh. What 
was supposed to be a 
one-off trip turned into 
a mutual collabora-
tion: Hemingway used 
their experiences and 
Fowler’s knowledge 
when writing “The 
Old Man and the Sea” 
and Fowler found and 
named a spinycheek 
scorpionfi sh Neomerin-
the hemingway in honor 
of the author. In 2014, 
Academy Senior Fellow 
Robert McCracken Peck 
visited Hemingway’s 
haunts in Cuba as part 
of an international cel-
ebration of the 60-year 
anniversary of Heming-
way’s Nobel Prize for 
Literature.

In the same year that Anthony J. 
Drexel founded his university in 
1891, his beloved niece, Katharine 
Drexel established the Sisters of 
the Blessed Sacrament, a religious 
congregation in nearby Bensalem. 
Her action was a shock to A.J. 
Drexel and to the whole world, 
because she was a famous heiress 
from one of Philadelphia’s most 
prominent families. Living on less 
than $1 a day, she spent the next 
six decades and an estimated $20 
million building missions, schools 
and churches for Native Americans 
and African Americans. She also 
became the only nun to ever found 
a university: Xavier University of 
Louisiana, the only historically 
black college or university that is 
Catholic. After her death at age 96 
in 1955, Katharine had two miracles 
ascribed to her, for healing the 
hearing of two children. When Pope 
John Paul II canonized her in 2000, 
over 200 members of the Drexel 
family attended the ceremony in 
Rome, including Cordelia Frances 
Biddle, whose great-grandmother 
was cousins with Saint Katha-
rine. Biddle, who teaches creative 
writing courses in the Pennoni 
Honors College, was so inspired 
by that day’s events that she wrote 
a book about her distant relative 
called “Saint Katharine: The Life of 
Katharine Drexel.”

Part of the 1995 docu-
mentary “The Show” 
about the culture of hip 
hop was fi lmed at the 
Drexel Armory. It fea-
tured a 1994 concert on 
campus with Run DMC, 
Method Man, Wu-Tang 
Clan, Warren G, the No-
torious B.I.G., Naughty by 
Nature and Snoop Dog. 
Over the years, other big 
acts that have played 
on campus include 
David Crosby, Flock of 
Seagulls, The Ramones, 
Nirvana, The Wallfl ow-
ers, Violent Femmes and 
OK Go.

Ian Fleming 
borrowed the 
name of his 
famous 007 
spy “James 
Bond” — fi rst 
appearing in 
his 1953 book 
“Casino Royale” 
— from a book 
about birds by 
an ornithol-
ogist named 
James Bond 
at the Acade-
my of Natural 
Sciences.

In the late 1800s, Harriet Cole was a maid employed at Hahnemann 
Medical College, which is today part of Drexel’s College of Medicine, 
and she willed her body to the institution just before her untimely death 
from tuberculosis at age 35. Her sacrifi ce can still be appreciated today 
at Drexel’s Queen Lane Campus, where since 2007 her cadaver has 
greeted current medical students from inside a glass display outside the 
bookstore in the Student Activities Center. As the story goes, Cole spent 
her days cleaning the room where Rufus Weaver, professor of anatomy, 
dissected cadavers with his medical students. Having much respect for 
Weaver’s work, Cole requested that he use her body after her death to 
benefi t science. In 1887, Weaver proceeded with a medical “fi rst”— the 
complete dissection and mounting of Cole’s entire nervous system, a 
process that took over fi ve months.

The greatest success  
stories start in  
Philadelphia.

From the start-up of a nation to the founding of  
Fortune 500 companies, our city has never been  

afraid to make big dreams into new realities.

Now it’s your turn.

Join us, and continue Philadelphia’s legacy  
of innovation and possibility.

THE DREXEL LEBOW MBA
drexelmba.com
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LACROSSE

The Drexel men’s lacrosse program marked its 75th 
anniversary with the naming of an honorary team 
of all-stars and an April 22 game against Delaware 
in which the Dragons donned throwback jerseys 
during the season fi nale against the Blue Hens.

It was a well-earned celebration for a team that’s 
playing at the peak of its game after more than seven 
decades of history on the fi eld.

“We’ve done everything we can to build here, to 
bring in the right kids and get the program on the 
right track,” says Brian Voelker, head men’s lacrosse 
coach. “You can see the results of that effort.”

Looking back across the years, Drexel lacrosse 
has been through many changes, as the team and the 
sport itself have evolved.

Deputy Athletic Director Nick Gannon looks back 
at the 1950s and 1960s, an era in which many la-
crosse players spent the offseason in football gear. “It 
was a very different sport. There were not as many 
people playing, it was less specialized,” he recalls.

“Guys would play offense and defense, where to-
day you have guys who just face off, guys who just 
play defensive midfi eld,” he says. “And of course the 
equipment has gotten so much better; the sticks are 
better. It’s become a much more modern sport.”

In this modern era of highly specialized play, it 

takes more than just skill to drive a winning season.
“There is a lot that goes into it today,” Voelker says. 

“You need good players, kids who are willing to work 
hard. But you also need a supportive administration. 
The athletic department has been very supportive of 
the lacrosse program. People see us competing at the 
highest level and they are willing to do things to help 
make our program successful.”

It also helps to have passionately engaged alum-
ni. “The lacrosse alumni are a great group,” Gannon 
says. “There are friendships built over years, guys who 
communicate with people who played 10 or 20 years 
before them. It is a uniquely tight group. There are 
people who come back every game to see the team 
play, and the 75th season has really re-energized a lot 
of those relationships.”

All the pieces have come together in recent years to 
take Drexel lacrosse to new heights, including NCAA 
Quarterfi nals in 2014 that included six straight wins 
at the end of the regular season.

“It’s a really rewarding job, especially when you see 
the kids willing to work hard to do the things they need 
to do to make us successful,” Voelker says. “We work a 
lot of hours, we work weekends, we travel. But it’s not 
just work, it’s a part of my identity. Coaching can be 
really rewarding in that way. It’s more than just a job.”

Of Memories 
and Mustaches
The Drexel men’s lacrosse program commemorated both the University’s 
founding and its own 75th anniversary with mustachioed pride this 
past spring. By Adam Stone

FROM   THE DAC

JEFF FUSCO; INSET: RYAN SAMSON

Robert Ambler (1972–75)
Colin Ambler (2007–10)
Clarence “Andy” Andrews 

(1946–48)
Walter “Sonny” Bajkowski 

(1970–72)
Ryan Belka (2012–15)
Bruce Bickford (2005–08)
Jake Bunting (1994–96, 98)
Andrew Chapman (2007–08)
Robert Church (2010–13)
John Colt (1988–91) 
Adam Crystal (2004–07)
John Daskalakis (1960–62)
Nick Falcone (1959–61)
Lynn Ferguson (1969–71)
Dennis Fink (1976–78)
Patrick Friel (2000–03)
Steve Grossi (2005–08)

Stas Kotula (1996–99)
Mark Manos (2009–12)
Matt McCormick (2007–10)
Ben McIntosh (2011–14)
Jeff Miller (1974–77)
Robert Montgomery (1971–74)
Dennis Murray (1976–79)
Robert Paradis (1977–80)
Ira Peezick (1973–75)
Scott Perri (2008–11)
Alan Rosenstein (1957–59)
Jed Salter (1991–94)
Nick Saputo (2012–15)
Theodore Schwaab (1948–51)
Edgar Stier (1947–50)
William Thayer (1956–58)
Frank Tufano (2009–12)
Dana Wilber (2009–12) 
Richard Young (1950–53)

In commemoration of the history of Drexel’s lacrosse program, 
a 75th Anniversary Honorary Team of 36 all-stars (pictured 
at left) was chosen by a combination of fan votes and 
selections by the Drexel Men’s Lacrosse Alumni Committee 
and the Drexel Lacrosse Administration. (Pictured below: the 
current team, wearing anniversary mustaches in honor of the 
founder Anthony J. Drexel.)
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FROM THE DAC

SQUASH HALL OF FAME

In just their sixth year of varsity competition, Drexel’s men’s and women’s squash 
teams under Head Coach John White continued their push to the front of an 
Ivy-dominated line for entry to the circle of the sport’s elite. 

“Both teams had very strong performances during the season,” White says. “The 
men defeating fi ve of the Ivy schools, including Yale twice, have proven that they 
can and will challenge any teams that they are up against. The women also proved 
this with their very strong second half of the season, beating Williams and then 
Brown to reach the fi nal of the Kurtz Cup to put them back in the top 10.”

The men’s team earned its fi rst bid to the “A” division post-season tournament, 
the Potter Cup. Though they were rudely dismissed in the opening round by No. 
3 Columbia, the Dragons knocked off Yale while clawing their way to the fi nals of 
the consolation bracket.

The Dragons sent six players to the individual championships, with junior 
Atticus Kelly winning the Molloy Division West consolation fi nal in a gritty fi ve-
game victory over his opponent from Williams College. Senior Michael Thompson 
capped a stellar career with 16 wins on the season, including an untarnished 9-0 
record playing in the No. 4 position, to make him the program’s all-time leader in 
career victories with 63. He also earned the Harrow Sports College Squash Men’s 
Player of the Week honor after leading the Dragons to a win over their crosstown 
rival, sixth-ranked Penn, in December.

During the season the Drexel men registered fi rst-time victories over top-10 
programs Penn, Yale and Dartmouth and dispatched Ivy rival Princeton for the 
third time, en route to a debut in the College Squash Association’s top fi ve. 

On the women’s side, junior Ryan Morgan played her way into the main 
draw championship game of the Holleran Division West bracket at the nation-
al individual championship. Morgan, who was one of fi ve Dragons to qualify 
for the championship, was the team’s stalwart in the No. 1 position this sea-
son. Morgan served early notice to her opponent from Columbia that it would 
not be a hotly contested match by claiming a 11-4 win in the opening game. 
While she ultimately folded in four games, Morgan’s perseverance exemplifi ed 
the Dragons’ tenacity this season.

The Drexel women entered the year as a preseason top-10 team and honored the 
ranking by upsetting Williams and Brown while advancing to the Kurtz Cup fi nals 
for the second year in a row. The Dragons ultimately fell in a tight 5-4 match to a Dart-
mouth team that has claimed the title in three of the last fi ve seasons.

White, who has plotted the program’s course since its inception, sees this season’s 
progress as a sign that it’s right on track for arrival among the nation’s best.

“We have been seeing a steady progress from both teams 
as each year goes by. Recruiting players who are a good 
fi t for the team is a key factor to their progress. The last 
few seasons have proved that we are building two very 
strong programs that will see Drexel as a permanent 
fi xture at the top of college squash.” — Coach John White 

Leaders of the Pack
A new class of athletes has joined Drexel Hall of Fame sports history.

In March, Drexel’s Athletics Department honored some of the best of the best in Drexel sports history when it inducted 
a new class into the Drexel Athletics Hall of Fame. At a reception at the Janet and Barry Burkholder Athletics Hall of 
Fame in the Drexel Recreation Center, six individuals and one team made up the Hall of Fame Class of 2017.

JACK CHILDS
WRESTLING, 1976–2011
Childs guided the wrestling pro-
gram over the course of a storied 
35-year career (1976–2011). He 
retired as the active Division I 
leader in career coaching wins 
(421) and led the Dragons to 
the 1985 ECWA championship. 
While on the bench in University 
City, Childs posted 25 seasons 
in which his teams secured 10 
or more wins. He is a four-time 
recipient of the East Coast Wres-
tling Association Coach of the 
Year award, and was also named 
Colonial Athletic Association 
Co-Coach of the Year in 2002, the 
first season in which the Dragons 
competed in the conference. He 
was president of the National 
Wrestling Coaches Association 
from 1991 to 1993 and served on 
the NWCA Executive Board for 
four years. Over the course of his 
career, Childs amassed more than 
500 wins at all levels of NCAA 
competition while coaching at 
both Stevens Tech and Drexel.

MIKKI MILLER
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL, 
1997–2000
Miller was named to Drexel’s 
All-Millennium team in 2000. She 
was a two-time team co-MVP and 
the 1998 team’s most-improved 
player. A two-time Third Team 
All-America East Conference se-
lection, she was the 11th player 
in school history to score 1,000 
career points. At the time of her 
graduation, she ranked 10th in 
all-time scoring with 1,050 points 
in 106 career games. She also 
ranked 10th in career field goals 
(283) and fifth in career field-
goal percentage (.455) when she 
finished her Drexel playing career 
in 2000. As of her induction year, 
she still actively sits seventh in 
rebounds per game (7.7), ninth 
in career rebounds (813), 10th in 
free throws made (284) and 10th 
in free throw attempts (391) in 
program history.

ROBIN OROSZ
FIELD HOCKEY, 1989–92; 
WOMEN’S LACROSSE, 
1990–93
Orosz was a standout two-sport 
athlete in field hockey and 
women’s lacrosse in the early 
1990s. On the hockey field, Orosz 
is ranked fifth in program history 
in both career points with 77 and 
career goals with 34. She led 
the team in goals in three of her 
four seasons. Orosz was named 
All-East Coast Conference in 1990 
and Second Team All-Mid-Atlantic 
Region in 1992. She was also 
named a 1992 NFHCA Senior All-
Star, a 1989 PAIAW All-Star and 
Drexel’s 1992 Helen Callas Reiner 
Team MVP. During the spring, 
Orosz made her presence felt on 
the lacrosse field. She holds the 
Drexel single season record for 
save percentage, posting a .687 
mark in 1992. She also led the 
team in saves three straight years 
from 1991–93. Orosz was named 
to the IWLCA All-America Third 
Team and the IWLCA Regional 
All-America First Team in 1993.

LORI SWANSON
SOFTBALL, 1997–2001
Swanson was one of the best 
pitchers in Drexel softball history. A 
First Team All-America East Confer-
ence selection in 1997, 1999, 2000 
and 2001, Swanson was named the 
AEC Rookie of the Year in 1997, the 
AEC Pitcher of the Year in 1999 and 
AEC Scholar-Athlete in 2001. She 
holds the school record for strike-
outs in a game, in a season and in 
a career. Swanson’s 11 shutouts in 
one year tied the school mark. She 
also stands in the top three in ca-
reer wins (58), ERA (1.52), shutouts 
(28) and no-hitters (3). She picked 
up additional honors along the 
way, including Verizon Academic 
All-America Third Team in 2001, 
Verizon Academic All-District II 
First Team in 1999, 2000 and 2001, 
NFCA Second Team All-Region in 
2001, NAC/AEC All-Championship 
Team in 1997, 1999 and 2001 and 
ECAC Division I All-Star Honorable 
Mention in 2001.

DAVE CLAWSON
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR’S 
LEGACY AWARD
Clawson has been the scoreboard 
operator and timekeeper for 
Drexel men’s basketball games 
since 1986, taking over the duty 
at women’s basketball games 
in the late 1990s. As a student, 
he served as a representative on 
the athletics committee and was 
a building supervisor at the DAC 
upon graduation. Clawson worked 
in Drexel’s alumni records office 
after graduation for two years 
before moving to the registrar’s 
office where he would work until 
1988. He currently is employed in 
the registrar’s office at Thomas 
Jefferson University.

Holding Serve
Drexel’s squash teams returned to post-season competition and sent 
a number of top players head to head against top-tier schools at 
national individual championships this winter. By Britt Faulstick

JEFF PARKE
MEN’S SOCCER, 
2000–2003
Parke played his way to a deco-
rated collegiate career for Drexel 
from 2000-03 before going on to 
play 10 seasons in Major League 
Soccer. He was an All-North 
Atlantic/America East First Team 
selection in 2000 and chosen 
Second Team All-Region in 2002. 
A 2000 All-North Atlantic/America 
East Rookie Team selection, 
Parke was also a two-time 
Philadelphia Soccer Seven 
All-Star and the 2003 Donald 
Yonker Team MVP award recipient. 
Parke was a sixth-round selection 
by the New York/New Jersey 
Metrostars in the 2003 MLS 
Draft. Over the course of 10 
years, he played 254 games with 
the New York Red Bulls, Seattle 
Sounders, Philadelphia Union 
and D.C. United. He also made an 
appearance for the United States 
National Team against Panama, 
helping the United States to a 
1-0 victory in 2012.

1998 DREXEL MEN’S SOCCER TEAM
The 1998 men’s soccer team was among this year’s Hall of Fame honorees. The team, coached 
by Lew Meehl, was crowned the America East Conference champion and came within one play-in 
game victory of an NCAA Tournament berth. The No. 3-seeded Dragons won the America East title 
by defeating top-seeded Towson in the championship game, 2-1, at the University of Vermont 
after beating second-seeded Boston University in the semifinals, 2-0. Drexel went 13-6-2 (5-3-1 
America East) in 1998, tying the program record for most wins in a season.

Send letters to the editor to magazine@drexel.edu.

Senior squash 
player Michael 
Thompson

“We have been seeing a steady progress from both teams 
as each year goes by. Recruiting players who are a good 
fi t for the team is a key factor to their progress. The last 
few seasons have proved that we are building two very 
strong programs that will see Drexel as a permanent 

Coach John White

HALL OF FAME

In just their sixth year of varsity competition, Drexel’s men’s and women’s squash 
teams under Head Coach John White continued their push to the front of an 

“Both teams had very strong performances during the season,” White says. “The 
men defeating fi ve of the Ivy schools, including Yale twice, have proven that they 
can and will challenge any teams that they are up against. The women also proved 
this with their very strong second half of the season, beating Williams and then 
Brown to reach the fi nal of the Kurtz Cup to put them back in the top 10.”

The men’s team earned its fi rst bid to the “A” division post-season tournament, 
the Potter Cup. Though they were rudely dismissed in the opening round by No. 
3 Columbia, the Dragons knocked off Yale while clawing their way to the fi nals of 

The Dragons sent six players to the individual championships, with junior 
Atticus Kelly winning the Molloy Division West consolation fi nal in a gritty fi ve-
game victory over his opponent from Williams College. Senior Michael Thompson 
capped a stellar career with 16 wins on the season, including an untarnished 9-0 
record playing in the No. 4 position, to make him the program’s all-time leader in 
career victories with 63. He also earned the Harrow Sports College Squash Men’s 
Player of the Week honor after leading the Dragons to a win over their crosstown 

During the season the Drexel men registered fi rst-time victories over top-10 
programs Penn, Yale and Dartmouth and dispatched Ivy rival Princeton for the 
third time, en route to a debut in the College Squash Association’s top fi ve. 

On the women’s side, junior Ryan Morgan played her way into the main 
draw championship game of the Holleran Division West bracket at the nation-
al individual championship. Morgan, who was one of fi ve Dragons to qualify 
for the championship, was the team’s stalwart in the No. 1 position this sea-
son. Morgan served early notice to her opponent from Columbia that it would 
not be a hotly contested match by claiming a 11-4 win in the opening game. 
While she ultimately folded in four games, Morgan’s perseverance exemplifi ed 

The Drexel women entered the year as a preseason top-10 team and honored the 
ranking by upsetting Williams and Brown while advancing to the Kurtz Cup fi nals 
for the second year in a row. The Dragons ultimately fell in a tight 5-4 match to a Dart-

White, who has plotted the program’s course since its inception, sees this season’s 
progress as a sign that it’s right on track for arrival among the nation’s best.

Leaders of the Pack
A new class of athletes has joined Drexel Hall of Fame sports history.

In March, Drexel’s Athletics Department honored some of the best of the best in Drexel sports history when it inducted 
a new class into the Drexel Athletics Hall of Fame. At a reception at the Janet and Barry Burkholder Athletics Hall of 
Fame in the Drexel Recreation Center, six individuals and one team made up the Hall of Fame Class of 2017.

JACK CHILDS
WRESTLING, 1976–2011
Childs guided the wrestling pro-
gram over the course of a storied 
35-year career (1976–2011). He 
retired as the active Division I 
leader in career coaching wins 
(421) and led the Dragons to 
the 1985 ECWA championship. 
While on the bench in University 
City, Childs posted 25 seasons 
in which his teams secured 10 
or more wins. He is a four-time 
recipient of the East Coast Wres-
tling Association Coach of the 
Year award, and was also named 
Colonial Athletic Association 
Co-Coach of the Year in 2002, the 
first season in which the Dragons 
competed in the conference. He 
was president of the National 
Wrestling Coaches Association 
from 1991 to 1993 and served on 
the NWCA Executive Board for 
four years. Over the course of his 
career, Childs amassed more than 
500 wins at all levels of NCAA 
competition while coaching at 
both Stevens Tech and Drexel.

Holding Serve
Drexel’s squash teams returned to post-season competition and sent 

 By Britt Faulstick

Senior squash 
player Michael 
Thompson
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FROM THE DAC

The history of Drexel women’s soccer starts — and stops — with 
Ray Goon. 

Last season was one of the most impressive for both the program 
and its founding father. The Dragons reached their fi rst-ever confer-
ence tournament title game, and Goon was named Colonial Athletic 
Association Coach of the Year for the second time in his 20-year career.

“It was a breakthrough, absolutely,” says Goon, who has led the pro-
gram for all of its existence, except for a single year in the early 1990s. 
“You can talk about winning championships, but until you get there 
and go through it, you don’t know.”

Drexel fell short of its ultimate goal, losing to Northeastern in the 
CAA fi nal. But along the way it racked up nine victories, including its 
fi rst-ever postseason one, a 2-0 win over James Madison in the semifi -
nals. While the way the storybook season ended certainly stung, Goon 
is confi dent that the fi nal chapter is not yet written. 

“You’re 90 minutes away from winning a championship, so there’s 
certainly that bit of playoff hangover that lingers,” he says. “In a good 
sense it helps drive them right now in terms of preparing for next sea-
son. They saw the hardships you have to overcome to get there. In that 
way I think that it was a good experience for them.”

Experience is an attribute of which Goon has boatloads. When 
Drexel established its women’s soccer program two decades ago, it 
turned to the successful coach from crosstown Philadelphia Universi-
ty to lead it. Goon had posted a 28-9-2 record from 1994–95, and was 
a soccer lifer. A New Jersey native, he began playing the sport around 
age 7, following in the footsteps of two older brothers. He went on to 
play collegiately at Rutgers, where he was a member of the Scarlet 
Knights’ 1983 team that went undefeated during the regular season. 
With few pro opportunities available in the United States back then, 
coaching seemed a natural progression. 

At Drexel, he was afforded the rare opportunity to assemble a pro-
gram from scratch. 

“The good thing was, it was a strong academic institution. You didn’t 
have to sell the school at all,” he says. “We really had to emphasize the 
teaching aspects. I told the players, ‘I’m going to give you the opportu-
nity, but what you do with that opportunity is up to you.’”

They’ve done it. Drexel has qualifi ed for the postseason conference 
tournament three of the past fi ve seasons. Goon coached CAA Defen-
sive Player of the Year Eve Badana in 2012, and Rookie of the Year 
Vanessa Kara in 2015, and last season, goalkeeper Christiana Ogunsa-
mi won Co-Defensive Player of the Year honors. 

“I’ve never met a coach who is so invested in the mental side of the 
game,” says junior midfi elder Madison Dunn, whom Goon cites as a 
team leader. “He really opens up your mind and wants you to know the 
game and not just play it.”

Molding young minds is as important to Goon as developing 
athletes. Last season, 21 of his 26 players received the CAA Commis-
sioner’s Academic Award, and 11 made the Dean’s List. Overall, the 
team posted a 3.45 overall GPA for the fall term.

Goon is hoping those accomplishments translate from the class-
room to the fi eld. Next year, the Dragons won’t be satisfi ed simply 
making it back to the CAA fi nal. 

“They got a taste of it, and they’ve got the fever now,” he says. “A lot 
of the momentum comes from within now. I can see it in our players’ 
offseason training.”

After so many years at the helm, Goon is more excited than ever for 
what the future holds. 

“It doesn’t feel like 20 years in some respects, and in others it does 
when you look at the transformation of not just the University but our 
soccer program,” he says. “But yeah, it goes quick.”

Striking 
Distance
The father of women’s soccer at Drexel is seeing his team 
come of age as it hovers within reach of a tournament title. 
By Mike Unger

SOCCER

“They got a taste of it, and they’ve 
got the fever now. A lot of the 
momentum comes from within now. 
I can see it in our players’ offseason 
training.” — Coach Ray Goon
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t was t-minus one month until GOES-R — 
America’s newest, next-generation weather 
satellite — was set to launch aboard an Atlas 
V rocket from the Cape Canaveral Air Force 
Station in Florida. 

Nearly a dozen Drexel alumni, all of 
whom had worked on various stages of the 
decade-long project, watched anxiously as 
Hurricane Matthew barreled through the 
Caribbean on a collision course with the 
panhandle. When orders came to evacuate 
the area, the launch team worked quickly 
to erect a protective enclosure around the 

spacecraft that was scheduled to bring the multi- 
billion dollar project into orbit in only a few weeks.  

“The running joke was that the weather satellite 
could be delayed by extreme weather,” says William 
Nilsson ’91, a mechanical systems and launch services 
integration engineer at Lockheed Martin, the private 
aerospace company contracted by NASA and the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA) to build the spacecraft. “Ironically, it proved 
an important point. Our current weather models 
were wrong — Hurricane Matthew veered offshore 
and that made all the difference.” 

The satellite, now called GOES-16 since its suc-
cessful launch in November, was built to improve 
tracking of hurricanes, tornadoes and flash floods to 
help prevent Americans from being caught off guard 
by severe weather in the future. 

The satellite is the country’s 16th Geostationary 
Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) and 
the first in a series of four next-generation satellites 
that represent a major leap forward in timely and 
accurate weather forecasts. It scans the Earth with 
three times more spectral channels, offers four times 
clearer resolution and transmits data five times fast-
er than older models. After completing a year of 
testing in space, GOES-16 will move into its final or-
bit over North America this fall. 

The making of America’s most advanced, 
life-saving new weather satellite, as told by  
Drexel engineering alumni who helped to build, 
test and launch it.  by  c ar o lyn  sayr e

c a m e r a  o n  t h e AN 

ORAL 

HISTORY

FIRST IMAGES FROM GOES-16 (Left to right) 1  GOES-16 shot this image of 

the moon, which it uses for calibration. 2  Storms and mountain waves over 

Argentina. 3  This image shows the dangerous storm system that crossed 

North America on Jan. 15, causing fatal freezes and ice. 4  California 

and the Baja Peninsula. 5  GOES-16 creates full disk images showing ev-

erything from the coast of West Africa to Guam and everything in between.  

6  Shallow waters are evident in the Carribean and off the coast of Florida.  

7  The Saharan dust layer, visible in the far right edge of the planet, is 

dry air from Africa’s coast that impacts tropical cyclone intensity and for-

mation. 8  Another view of the severe January storm, as it moved across 

the central United States. 9  Smoke from a fire on the coast  is visible over 

Mexico’s Yucatan Peninsula. (Images courtesy of NOAA.)
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5 0 
Y E A R S

EXPLAIN HOW  
GOES -16 WILL  

Think about the devastation 
of Hurricane Katrina. Ten 
years ago, the satellite 
in operation did not have 
enough battery power to 
stay running when one of 
the deadliest hurricanes in 
U.S. history made landfall. 
The sun was in an eclipse 
behind the Earth so there 
was no solar power. If 
you look closely, there 
is a sudden jump in the 
satellite images as Katrina 
approaches landfall.  

GOES-16 closes that gap. 
It has enough solar and bat-
tery power to track weather 
every second of the day in 
different areas.

HOW DID YOU 
FIRST BECOME

I was a young, naïve and 
mildly terrified co-op 
student when I started 
at Lockheed Martin. It 
was my first job and they 
assigned me to test the 
root hinge assembly, 
which is used to deploy 
the solar panel on the 
satellite. It was what 
we call a “single point 
failure.” That means if 
the hinge does not work, 
the satellite does not get 
power and the mission 
fails. No pressure, right? I 
feel very spoiled that I was 
able to see my first project 
go into space years later. I 
imagine it feels a little like 
sending your first child off 
to college.  

WHAT WAS THE

                          

Definitely mission rehearsals. 
We used simulators of the 
GOES-16 satellite to pretend 
it was the real launch and 
practice specific events that 
could go wrong. Next was the 
fun part — for me, at least. I 
would program in an error, 
such as a critical temperature 
or electrical failure, and the 
engineers would have to solve 
the problem. Many of these 
rehearsals lasted several days.

At that point, every American will see the difference 
on their television screens and benefit daily from the 
satellite’s vigilance as they go about their lives. Im-
ages of the planet will be more detailed, storm paths 
will be more predictable and atmospheric data will 
be more accurate. 

Says Nilsson: “It is like upgrading your television 
from black and white to high-definition.” 

GOES-16 will even be able to multi-task. A spe-
cialized imaging instrument will transmit pictures 
of the Western Hemisphere every 15 minutes, the 
continental United States every five minutes, and 
zoom in on specific areas of storm activity as often 
as every 30 seconds. The GOES-16 also monitors air 
pollution levels, solar flares and tracks potentially 
hazardous space weather. 

It also carries the first lightning detector flown in 
geostationary orbit, which tracks both in-cloud and 
cloud-to-ground lightning (total lightning). That’s 
important because increased total lightning activ-
ity can signal impending severe weather, and the 
real-time data collected by the satellite has the po-
tential to improve storm warning lead times. 

The GOES-16 is equipped with a transponder that 
can detect distress signals from airplanes, ships and 
even hikers and climbers, like some previous satellites. 
But GOES-16’s transponder is able to detect weaker 
beacons than its predecessors, which it can relay to a 
Search and Rescue Satellite-Aided Tracking, or SAR-
SAT, ground station. Since 1982, the SARSAT system 
has helped to save more than 39,000 lives worldwide.  

“GOES-16 is all about saving lives and proper-
ty,” says Paul W. Richards ’87, spacecraft manager at 
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center. “The current 
lead-time for a tornado is only 13 minutes. With these 
constant updates and detailed images, we’ll have the 
potential to increase warning times and allow more 
time for people to get out of harm’s way.”

Most Americans will see what the satellite is capa-
ble of for the first time this fall, when meteorologists 
begin using images from GOES-16 in routine weath-
er forecasts. But for the Drexel engineering alumni 
who readied the spacecraft for its debut, the satel-
lite has been real for years. Drexel Magazine asked 
some of them to share what it was like to work on 
this dream project.

JOHN FIORELLO ’79
systems engineering, NASA

JOHN DITURO ’16
mission operations simulation 
engineer, NASA 

 
HOW DID YOUR 
SPACE MISSIONS 
HELP YOU SOLVE 
CHALLENGES  
ON GOES -16? 

I always joke that the 
hardest part of space-
flight is the humans. 
Communication and 
teamwork are an 
astronaut’s most important 
tools. Between the 
government agencies, and 
the dozen or so private 
vendors that designed the 
five weather instruments, 
the satellite, and spacecraft, 
hundreds of people worked 
on GOES-16 at any given 
time. A single mistake could 
cause a day-for-day delay 
and cost millions of dollars.

Then there were the com-
plex technical requirements. 
Once each part was built, it 
had to be integrated onto the 
spacecraft. None of these 
delicate instruments could 
interfere with each other 
and they all had to survive 
the environment of space. 
There is a saying in space-
craft testing — “shake, bake 
and radiate.” That means we 
have to vigorously test each 
instrument and component 
to ensure it can withstand 
the severe G-forces from the 
launch, hundreds of degrees 
of heat from the sun, the 
extreme cold in shade and 
high levels of radiation. This 
of course is all happening in 
the vacuum of space. I knew 
firsthand that this was not 
an easy task. 

PAUL W. RICHARDS ’87
spacecraft manager, NASA

  
IT SOUNDS LIKE 
IT CAME DOWN  
TO THE WIRE. 

After being delayed by 
Hurricane Matthew, 
launch day finally came 
several weeks later. 
Everyone was euphoric. 
Since it was Thanksgiving 
weekend, the Federal 
Aviation Authority would 
only restrict air space 
for an hour. We had to 
move fast. I was at the 
operations center when 
the go-call began — 
Spacecraft-go, Atlas-go, 
Centaur-no-go. 

Turns out, there was 
an issue with a valve in a 
similar rocket on another 
launch pad. But we had 
the same valve on our 
rocket. We were on the 
edge of our seats, our 
phones were exploding 
and thousands of people 
were waiting at the 
grandstands. With only 
two minutes left, they 
realized that no problem 
existed. I ran up to the 
roof. It was extraordinary 
to see the rocket rise up 
in the night sky. It was the 
perfect launch.

HOW DID DREXEL  

 

Drexel professors give 
students all the tools they 
need to succeed in the 
industry. For example, 
during our senior design 
project, Professor Yalcin 
Ertekin in the Engineering 
Technology Department 
worked closely with our 
team to teach us how 
to manage a schedule 
and efficiently design a 
manufacturing process. 
It was obviously on a 
smaller scale, but it 
tied directly to what I 
do today — my ability 
to perform day-to-day 
assembly, integration 
and test activities. 
Meanwhile, Professor 
Irina Ciobanescu Husanu 
taught us to think outside 
the box, solving the most 
complex problems in the 
simplest ways.

WILLIAM NILSSON ’91
mechanical systems and 
launch services integration 
engineer, Lockheed Martin 

DAVID CORSO ’13
mechanical systems inte-
gration and test engineer, 
Lockheed Martin 

DANIELLE JACOBSON ’12
mechanisms engineer,  
Lockheed Martin 

HOW DID YOU 

 

I was one of the few engi-
neers who had to wait to 
crack open my celebratory 
beer. The Solar Wing Sys-
tem (SWS), which provides 
power to the satellite and 
studies the sun, was not 
fully deployed until 12 days 
after the launch. To fit 
the satellite in the rocket, 
the SWS folded up like an 
accordion. If any of the 16 
restraint and release de-
vices failed to release the 
wings, the SWS would not 
deploy. Our tests were suc-
cessful but you never know 
what part could have been 
jarred loose during launch 
or frozen stuck in the cold 
environment of space. 
Thankfully, all of the time 
spent in the basement 
engineering lab at Drexel 
running experiments and 
crunching numbers paid 
off, and our successful test 
led to a successful deploy-
ment of the SWS in space. I 
was at home when I heard 
the news — I hugged my 
wife and opened that beer.

  
GOES -16 —  
AND FOR YOU? 

[Laughs] Well, the work 
was not over after the 
launch — we still had to 
get GOES-16 fully oper-
ational. For the past six 
months, the communi-
cations team has been 
working at NOAA’s two 
state-of-the-art ground 
stations where a dozen 
50-foot antennas com-
municate with the various 
weather instruments. 
So far, the images look 
spectacular and we expect 
these weather forecasts 
from the satellite to 
actually be on televisions 
this fall.   

For me, personally, 
I am looking ahead to 
retirement. GOES-16 is an 
experience that comes once 
in a lifetime. I feel like I am 
leaving a legacy behind that 
will save people’s lives and 
property and I am thankful 
Drexel prepared me for that.

DANIEL ZETTLER ’12
mechanisms engineer,  
Lockheed Martin

ALAN KLIGERMAN ’88 
radio frequency 
communication systems 
engineer, Lockheed Martin

WHAT WAS YOUR

My job was to ensure the 
satellite met the thermal 
design requirements. 
Managing heat transfer 
is critical, because space 
is very hot in the sun and 
very cold in shadow, yet 
the satellite likes near 
room temperatures while 
generating 3kW of heat 
— about what you need to 
heat a typical living room. 
For GOES-16, we did a 55-
day thermal vacuum test 
— the longest one in my 
30-year career. We put the 
satellite in a chamber to 
simulate the vacuum and 
cryogenic temperatures 
in space and the sun 
shining on the satellite 
in different seasons to 
understand how it affected 
our delicate instruments. I 
can truly say I have applied 
my Drexel coursework 
at NASA — specifically 
recalling when Professor 
Young I. Cho in the 
Mechanical Engineering 
and Mechanics Department 
discussed fluid modeling 
through an artery. I now 
use that knowledge in fluid 
flow design applications  
at NASA. 

ERIC GROB ’89
thermal systems engineer, 
NASA

’60S 
Since the 1960s, weather satellites have 
been scanning the Earth from more 
than 22,000 miles away. Meteorologists 
then interpret this data to create 
weather forecasts. The satellites work 
by detecting infrared and visible energy 

— such as heat and reflected sunlight 
— emitted from below. 

’75
The first Geostationary Operational 

Environmental Satellite (GOES) launches. 
The early GOES (A–C) were spin-stabilized, 

viewing Earth only about 10 percent of 
the time and providing data in only two 
dimensions. There was no indication of 

cloud thickness, moisture content, or 
temperature variation with altitude.

’80S
Weather satellites could now obtain vertical 
profiles of temperature and moisture 
throughout the atmosphere. This allowed 
forecasters to monitor rapidly changing 
events, and to predict fog, frost and freeze, 
dust storms, flash floods, and even the 
likelihood of tornadoes.

’94 
GOES-I brought real improvement in the resolution, 
quantity and continuity of the data. Advances in 
two technologies were responsible: three-axis 
stabilization of the spacecraft and separate optics for 
imaging and sounding. The satellites could suspend 
their routine scans to concentrate on a small area of 
quickly evolving events.

’06–’10 
GOES-N, O and P further improved 
the imager and sounder resolution 
and used geographic landmarks and 
stars to better pinpoint intense storms. 
Detector optics were improved and 
imaging became continuous.

’16
The GOES-R series (GOES-R, 
S, T and U) marks the first 
major technological advanc-
es since 1994. Their imagers 
allow for the “nowcasting” of 
severe storms across the 
continental United States.

1970 19801960 1990 2000 2010

earlier satellite GOES-16

GOES-A

First image taken 
by GOES-I
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The story of how Drexel poet Harriet Millan helped 
Sudanese refugee Michael Kuch reunite with his lost 
mother — and in doing so, fi nd herself.

U
nder a clear australian sky, Michael Majok Kuch stood patiently 
waiting to reunite with his mother. 

It was July 2008, and it had been two decades since he had last seen 
her — since he fl ed his burning village in southern Sudan in the middle 
of the night as fl ashes of light pierced the clouded air, his childhood 
suspended by a civil war he was too young to understand. Just 5 years 

old, he dodged death on a harrowing journey through refugee camps and across borders, 
on a path that brought him to the United States and to a new life. 

But no matter how many miles he traveled, no matter which direction he turned, he had 
always been facing toward this moment. 

Despite the weight of it all, Kuch felt at peace as he peered over the wooden fence out-
side the home where his mother, separated from her children and seeking safety from the 
same war, had eventually resettled.

From a remove, Harriet Levin Millan watched, feeling like a mother herself. 
A poet and creative writing professor in Drexel University’s College of Arts and Sciences, 

Millan had been introduced to Kuch earlier that year through a cultural reading program 
organized by the City of Philadelphia. Initially, Millan’s task was to write a short biography 
of Kuch for publication in a local paper that was collaborating with the program, but as 
she listened to his story, she wanted to do more. She had helped orchestrate this reunion. 

Kuch was about to close a painful chapter in a life interrupted by confl ict and loss. For 
Millan, though, this was a beginning. 

She would later say that meeting Kuch jolted her awake, opening her eyes to the power 
of writing to effect social change.

“I saw how I could draw on my teaching job to help change the world,” she says.
In the years that followed, she created a program called the Reunion Project to raise 

funds to reunite other child refugees with their families. She reimagined her writing, her 
teaching and her role in the world. She learned, through Kuch, that a deep reserve of em-
pathy is the greatest tool of a writer and a citizen alike. 

At Kuch’s insistence and with his guidance, she began to write a book about his life and, 
in the process, change her own. 

Lost and FoundLost and Found

by B E N  S E A L

illustration by J E F F R E Y  S M I T H

Another loud boom. Bursting 

light. Flames shot up. The 

thatched roof was on fi re. His 

mother rushed toward him, 

holding his baby brother in 

her arms, shouting, “Run!”

{ Excerpt }

— “How Fast Can You Run” 
by Harriet Levin Millan
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millan’s book about Kuch’s escape from Sudan, “How Fast Can You Run” (Harvard 
Square Editions) was published last fall, but its genesis began eight years earlier on a 
snowy day in January 2008, when Millan went to a West Philadelphia coffee shop to meet 
Kuch for the fi rst time. 

She had been given his name by the organizers of “One Book, One Philadelphia,” an 
annual citywide book club that had chosen Dave Eggers’ “What Is the What,” about the 
Lost Boys of Sudan, as its topic of discussion for 2008. The organizers had asked Millan 
if she, as director of Drexel’s University Writing Program, knew students who could help 
Sudanese refugees living in Philadelphia share their experiences, much like Eggers had re-
corded the story of Valentino Achak Deng’s escape from Sudan and eventual resettlement 
in America. The students’ writing would later be published in Philadelphia City Paper.

Millan instantly agreed to pair 10 refugees with students from her Peer Reader Train-
ing class at Drexel. She had been teaching her students Paolo Friere’s “Pedagogy of the 
Oppressed,” a book that explores the relationships between students and teachers in an 
imbalanced society, and she was sure they could handle the emotional assignment. 

“My students were radicalized,” Millan says. “Their consciousness was raised, so they 
were up to this task.”

A few days before meeting Kuch, Millan had been in the same coffee shop, darting among 
her 19-year-old students, quick with hugs for some who wept while listening to their partners’ 
stories. The death and devastation the refugees had experienced in Sudan couldn’t have been 
more removed from the open, urban lives the students were living, and they felt its impact.

“You’re talking to someone whose frame of reference for the world is so completely dif-
ferent, so of course you walk away changed, subtly, if not completely,” says Brett Haymaker 
’09, who interviewed and wrote about Nyoun Yok Gargik, a Sudanese refugee who was 
himself a Drexel student. “It’s like some vital, invisible part of yourself shifts just a little 
bit, but that’s enough.”

For Deborah Yarchun ’08, a screenwriting and playwriting student at the time, meet-
ing Garelnabi Abusikin, a refugee from Darfur, cemented the need to write empathetic, 
fi rst-person narratives.

“Something he said that really struck me is that the more people talk about it, the fewer 
people die,” Yarchun says. “I took that to heart.”

Millan was inspired to join the writing project herself, and a few days later she was back 
in the coffee shop, waiting for Kuch.

When she fi rst saw him enter, snow settling in his hair and on the black suit he had 
worn to a nearby speaking engagement at the University of Pennsylvania, she saw the trib-
al scar on his lower forehead, the fi rst sign of a story waiting to be told. Within 20 minutes 
Kuch asked if she would help him write a book about his life. Millan, a poet whose prose 

background included a few desk-drawer novels but nothing published, felt compelled.
“Our minds met,” Millan recalls. “He saw how I like to communicate with people — 

through images and poetry, especially someone from a different culture. He was telling me 
things I found very engrossing and poetic, so I said yes right away.”

the following week, Kuch and Millan began a series of intense discussions that contin-
ued for more than two years. They met two or three times a week — at her Drexel offi ce or 
in her home in Bryn Mawr, in coffee shops, at his East Falls apartment on Midvale Avenue. 
For hours at a time they sat, shoulder to shoulder, recording Kuch’s history on tape as the 
afternoons turned to dusk. 

As the two became more comfortable with each other, the conversations moved delib-
erately through Kuch’s life. 

There was the night, when he was 5, when he ran away from armed men ransacking his 
village in search of a freedom fi ghter targeted by the Sudanese government. There were 
the hundreds of miles he wandered around eastern Africa, separated from family, hungry 
and thirsty and surrounded by threats. There were refugee camps in Ethiopia and Kenya. 
There was the revelation, when he was 17 and had been living in camps nearly all his life, 
that he had received political asylum in the United States, along with 3,800 other unac-
companied minors who came to be known in the media as the Lost Boys. 

Then came his arrival in Philadelphia, in 2000, his time at LaSalle College High School 
and the academic and soccer scholarship he earned to get a bachelor’s in political science 
at Chestnut Hill College. By the time he met Millan, he was working toward a master’s in 
international politics and confl ict resolution, which he fi nished in 2010. 

The conversations about his journey, both before and after arriving in Philadelphia, 
were often painful, emotional outpourings, but the book would have been hollow without 
his darkest moments.

“I had some stories I wanted to share, others I didn’t,” Kuch says. “She wanted to get 
more in depth to get me to share what I didn’t feel like sharing. Then she’d go with it. She’d 
fl y away writing.”

Millan discovered a deep personal connection to Kuch’s story. As a Jew, she saw par-
allels between his life and those of her grandparents, who escaped pogroms in Eastern 
Europe. They, too, had their homes burned and were forced to leave everything behind for 
new lives. They, too, had to persist. 

“He had their optimism,” she says. 
Much of her grandparents’ history is unfortunately lost to her, she says. Even simple 

details such as family names and hometowns are missing. Hearing Kuch open up felt like 
a window into their lives.

“When I met Michael I felt like this story had to be told, because my stories were erased,” 
Millan says. “We don’t know many of the stories of the pogroms. It’s not a well-known 
narrative. I felt like I had an obligation to tell Michael’s story before that could be erased.”

For Kuch, sharing his life’s narrative is an urgent response to the frustrating silence 
surrounding his people and his homeland. He sometimes feels that Americans can’t be 
bothered to train their attention on refugees and the confl icts that create them. 

“Nobody talked about it,” Kuch says. “Back in the 1980s, there was no media coverage of 
our plight, how I walked, how we were bombed. It is the same case up to this day.”

When the project began, he saw the book as a chance to increase pressure on the Su-
danese government to end the country’s civil war, which began in 1983. Nearly 2 million 
Sudanese, mostly civilians, died as a result of the war, and more than 4 million were forced 
to fl ee their homes — most of them, like Kuch, landing in internally displaced person 
camps. Of those, at least 20,000 were children separated from their families, thousands 
of whom, like Kuch, came to America in the Lost Boys resettlement program. The war 
offi cially ended with a 2005 peace deal, but that peace has been fragile, including in the 
years since South Sudan gained independence in 2011.

Afterward, he always thought 

of survival like that, a choice 

in the pitch blackness.

Afterward, he always thought 

of survival like that, a choice 

in the pitch blackness.

C H A P T E R  O N E

Kuch believes 
that if he and 
Millan can con-
nect emotional-
ly with readers 
through art, 
they can shine a 
light on the con-
fl icts impacting 
displaced 
people. South 
Sudan achieved 
independence 
in 2011, but 
statehood 
hasn’t protect-
ed the country 
from famine or 
ethnic violence. 
Nearly half a 
million South 
Sudanese have 
fl ed to Uganda 
in the past year 
alone, and aid 
agencies warn 
that millions 
are in need of 
assistance.   

<

{ Excerpt }

The wound 

is still there. 

It has closed 

over in time 

and formed 

a keloid, the 

skin a little 

shinier and 

darker than 

the skin 

around it. 

In a different 

story it would 

be gone 

completely. 

But this is not 

that story.
……

JEFF FUSCO
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kuch sparked a shift in Millan.
“Meeting Michael changed my life and showed me that writing and teaching have a 

purpose,” Millan recalls. “Looking back, I can’t believe how small my world was. I always 
believed in art for art’s sake until I met Michael.”

She was a self-described white college professor with a middle-class upbringing, liv-
ing in an affl uent suburban neighborhood, but as she learned more about Kuch and his 
community, she began to change.

“I didn’t realize what a privileged life I had and what a bubble I lived in,” Millan says. 
“Even though my own community had experienced genocide on a large scale, I didn’t 
really understand.” 

She began spending time with other refugees and members of the Sudanese commu-
nity living in Philadelphia, discussing famine and confl ict in Sudan and ways to help. 
Together, she and Kuch began raising money to help reunite other divided families. They 
formed the Reunion Project as part of the Philadelphia-based nonprofi t Global Educa-
tion Motivators, which had been working with Kuch as he shared his story at speaking 
engagements, and the funds began coming together.

Drexel’s writing program organized a read-a-thon, in which students took $10 pledg-
es to read books from a list of 100 works focused on the crisis in Sudan. The University 
hosted a “Jam Against Genocide” benefi t concert. Millan’s son, Josh, organized an Oxfam 
hunger banquet at Harriton High School, where he was a junior. In all, the efforts raised 
$15,000, enough to reunite three of Kuch’s fellow unaccompanied minors — and Kuch 
himself — with their families.

The experience permanently altered Millan’s teaching style. 
“When I met Michael I became an activist because I was thrown into it,” Millan recalls. 

“I saw the dire needs of people.”
After the devastating 2010 earthquake in Haiti, Millan organized a benefi t for victims, 

bringing Haitian author Beaudelaine Pierre to campus for a reading. After she began 
teaching Pierre’s disaster-inspired anthology, “How to Write an Earthquake,” she decided 
it was time to take her students to Haiti for a study-abroad trip with a service component. 

This summer, along with Drexel Study Abroad Associate Director Ahaji Schreffl er, 
she’ll take her fi fth group of students to the island for a Drexel “Summer Break in Haiti” 
creative writing intensive that blends community service at a local orphanage with cul-
tural exchange through writing. 

While there, the students also meet Haitian poets and authors and join them in writing 
workshops. Millan is working to translate and publish poetry from some of the writers 
she has met in Haiti to give them greater exposure outside of their country.

On the book tour for “How Fast Can You Run,” which began last September and has 
dates planned into the fall, Millan visited Pittsburgh’s City of Asylum, a writing com-
munity that provides sanctuary for endangered authors and hosts exiled writers in 

residence. She began designing a collaboration with the organization in which writers in 
asylum will come to Drexel and her students will go to Pittsburgh to live with the writers 
for a weekend to work together on a writing project. 

“When my students come into class, Day One, I explain what I’m about, what I’ve 
done and what I want them to do, that I don’t want them to be everyday people living in 
a private sphere,” Millan says. “I want them, as writers, to make an impact on the world.”

She pushes her students to look beyond preconceived limitations on their lives and 
their art, to overcome the space between people.

“At the heart of writing is the desire to make yourself known and to make other people 
known,” Millan says, “so that we’re not talking about the Other anymore, especially peo-
ple from different cultures.”

Kuch found a deep connection with Millan through this idea, the desire to make his 
people and their challenges known. He wants the book to do for readers what writing it 
did for her: make them aware, make them want to help, wake them up. And there may 
be more books in his future.

In 2010, Kuch returned to Sudan as talks of independence grew. The following year, 
South Sudan offi cially became the youngest country in the world, and he is now an advis-
er to its president, as the government’s director of research and policy. He hopes to write 
a biography of President Salva Kiir Mayardit, and maybe other books. He wants to put 
into practice all the lessons he learned while working with Millan.

Millan, whose poetry took a backseat over the years she and Kuch worked on “How 
Fast Can You Run,” is eager to write another novel. She’s been hooked by the techniques 
of fi ction writing and the way it expands the possibilities of her art. It allows her to build 
on what she knows best.

“How Fast Can You Run,” the novelization of Kuch’s life story, is unmistakably written 
by a poet. It brims with scents and sounds, village life made tactile, the natural world as 
a crucible for a boy growing into himself. There’s a lightness of spirit throughout — not 
levity, but something indomitable and true. Kuch wanted the book to communicate his 
resilience. It was what kept him walking through the night on his way to refugee camps, 
suppressing hunger and weakness for the chance at a measure of peace. 

“I had to be optimistic,” Kuch says. “I had to tell myself that something better is going 
to come, maybe there’s a light at the end of the tunnel. I became conscious that I won’t 
give up, something better will come about.”

when millan first met Kuch, he told her he could sense a curtain around him. He was 
living a good life, far removed from the struggles of his youth, but without his family he 
said he felt incomplete. 

Though Millan helped to raise the money to send Kuch to Australia, she hadn’t con-
sidered joining him until he suggested it.

“When we talked about being separated from my mother, she couldn’t help but be 
there and experience that joy as we reunited as a family,” he says.

The moment, when it fi nally came, was “breathtaking, like nothing I’d ever experi-
enced,” Millan recalls. 

Kuch waited, hands in pockets, as his sister ran to open the gate and wrap him in a hug. 
His mother quickly joined, then his brother, and after so long apart he was once again 
clothed in the embrace of family, overcome with emotion. After 20 years of wandering in 
the dark, wondering if he would ever fi nd his mother, his journey was over. The curtain 
lifted and he could see clearly. For Millan, whose eyes he had opened, the same was true.

Millan recalls that when Mark L. Greenberg, the University’s former provost, hired 
her in 1999 as founding director of the University Writing Program, he repeatedly asked 
her these questions: 

“Why do you write poetry? What is its importance? What is it for?”
Now, she feels, she has her answer. 

There were many ways to go, 

none of them marked.

There were many ways to go, 

none of them marked.

D E N O U E M E N T

Millan takes 
students to 
Haiti annually 
on a writing 
intensive 
experience that 
includes time 
spent at Love 
Orphanage, 
pictured here. 
Students who 
make the trip 
are asked to 
raise money for 
the children, 
which has 
helped the 
orphanage buy 
a van, laptops 
and clothes. It 
has also helped 
to pay the $250 
annual fee to 
keep each of 
the children in 
school. 

<

{ Excerpt }

He never 

stopped 

believing that 

his mother 

connected with 

him through 

other women. 

She didn’t 

stand before 

him, but she 

manifested 

herself 

through 

others. Maybe. 

Just maybe.
……
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The 
Hardest-Working Art 

in 
Academia

The art collection established by Drexel’s founder more than a 
century ago is extensive, instructional — and showing its age. 
Six years ago, the University began an effort to bring some of 

its most threatened pieces back into the service of teaching.

by  J e n  MI lle r

R
on hoppes ’60 first saw the David Rittenhouse 
Astronomical Musical Clock on his way to class. 

“I used to shimmy past that clock and look up at the 
dial and say ‘Boy, look at that,’ never thinking I’d ever 
get to be that closely associated with the clock,” he says.

In those days, Hoppes was an electrical engineering 
student. He didn’t know that within three years of graduation, he’d buy 
a clock and fi x it himself — and then put his engineering talents to use 
as a clock conservator, which is how his path eventually led him back to 
Drexel, straight to that remarkable clock. 

Hoppes is one of nine professional outside conservators — including 
experts in furniture, paintings and frames, sculptures and metals, and 
paper — currently working with the University to restore, catalog and 
showcase the University’s art collection. 
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to fi nd historical and contemporary pieces that could 
be used to show students how items were made. 

Over subsequent generations, those original hold-
ings expanded almost at random. To A.J. Drexel’s initial 
endowment of objects were added the art collections of 
his brother-in-law John D. Lankenau and friend and 
business partner George W. Childs. The trio also asked 
family and friends to donate. Donors and alumni have 
bequeathed new acquisitions to the collection since. 

Not all of the collection’s items were treated with 
the care they should have gotten at that time — and 
others were donated to the school already damaged. 
Combined with storage spaces that weren’t built to 
protect furniture and art, and the collection suffered. 

That started to change in 2011, when Drexel 
mounted an effort to conserve and properly catalog 
the collection. Drexel fi rst expanded and renovated 
the collection’s storage area by upgrading its HVAC 
system and blocking windows. 

“We cleaned up the space so we knew what we had,” 
says Clouser, who recalls hearing stories of objects 
stored in old china cabinets and corner cupboards.
“The new storage area is beautiful; it’s well organized, 
objects have a home for the fi rst time. Having worked 
in other collections, I was really impressed for a uni-
versity to have a storage space of this grade; this was 
on par with more standalone museum storage.” 

For the fi rst time, Drexel had a complete catalog of 
what items had been lent out to offi ces and buildings 
across the University — an effort that turned up some 

In addition to the famed 1  Rittenhouse Clock, The 
Drexel Collection encompasses more than 6,000 ar-
tifacts, artwork and objects housed across campus.

Drexel founder Anthony J. Drexel began amassing 
The Drexel Collection in 1890, building on the paint-

ings belonging to his artist father with additional 
artwork and objects purchased on a legendary shop-
ping expedition by the University’s fi rst president. 
A.J. Drexel’s desire was to inspire an appreciation 

of art in the largely working-class students attending 
his new school, both to enrich them personally and 
to expand their understanding of industrial design. 
He housed Drexel’s collection in a museum in the 
midst of his classrooms, on the ground fl oor of the 
Main Building. 

“The early pieces were very eclectic,” says Lynn C. 
Clouser, director of The Drexel Collection. “It was a 
hodgepodge collection meant to show different tech-
niques and designs that were being used at the time.”

These were not objects to be set away on protected 
plinths. They were to be handled and exhibited, dis-
cussed and displayed. 

Naturally, that legacy presents some unique chal-
lenges for modern-day conservators.

A Little TLC
When A.J. Drexel asked Drexel’s fi rst president, James 
MacAlister, to travel to Europe and spend $1 million 
($25-plus million today) on more than 200 artifacts 
and materials for the collection, his instructions were 

forgotten pieces. Clouser discovered a 2  lost portrait 
of A.J. Drexel sitting in a closet, for example. 

So far, more than 65 items that were delicate, dam-
aged, dirty or a combination of all three have been 
conserved. Over the past six years, the University has 
invested more than $250,000 toward the effort.  

Among the items saved from a century of deteri-
oration were 3  two late 19th-century globes created 
by Charles Smith and Son. They were fabricated 
from plaster and papier-mâché spheres covered with 
paper on which the designs were intaglio printed 
and colored by hand. Both globes had damage to 
their structures and surfaces designs and were miss-
ing compass dials and glass. 

Paper conservator T.K. McClintock of Studio TKM 
in Somerville, Massachusetts, undertook their careful 
restoration over a period of 13 months.

“The sphere obviously needed to be repaired 
where it was broken, and to do that, you have to fi rst 
take off the discolored varnish,” says McClintock. 

He then removed the paper from the spheres 
where they were damaged, which was conserved sep-
arately while he repaired the damaged underlying 
plaster. Where pieces of the paper were missing, he 
identifi ed identical globes in other collections and 
recreated matching sections using digital images and 
lithographic printing. Where there was staining of the 
paper and loss of the hand-applied color from water 
damage, he reduced the discoloration and in-painted 
the missing background color.

In addition to the famed 
Drexel Collection encompasses more than 6,000 ar-
tifacts, artwork and objects housed across campus.

The Drexel Collection in 1890, building on the paint-
ings belonging to his artist father with additional 
artwork and objects purchased on a legendary shop-
ping expedition by the University’s fi rst president. 
A.J. Drexel’s desire was to inspire an appreciation 

of art in the largely working-class students attending 
his new school, both to enrich them personally and 
to expand their understanding of industrial design. 
He housed Drexel’s collection in a museum in the 
midst of his classrooms, on the ground fl oor of the 
Main Building. 

“The early pieces were very eclectic,” says Lynn C. 
Clouser, director of The Drexel Collection. “It was a 
hodgepodge collection meant to show different tech-
niques and designs that were being used at the time.”

These were not objects to be set away on protected 
plinths. They were to be handled and exhibited, dis-
cussed and displayed. 

Naturally, that legacy presents some unique chal-
lenges for modern-day conservators.

A Little TLC
When A.J. Drexel asked Drexel’s fi rst president, James 
MacAlister, to travel to Europe and spend $1 million 
($25-plus million today) on more than 200 artifacts 
and materials for the collection, his instructions were 

TITLE

Tall Case 
Astronomical 
Musical Clock

ARTIST

Rittenhouse, 
David

DATE

c. 1773

PLACE OF ORIGIN

United States, 
Pennsylvania, 
Philadelphia

MEDIUM

Mahogany, 
white cedar, 
poplar, oak

DIMENSIONS

112x29 3/4x
17 1/4 in

TITLE

Isle of Sylt

ARTIST

Dücker, Eugène 
Gustav

DATE

1879

PLACE OF ORIGIN

Germany

MEDIUM

Oil, canvas

DIMENSIONS

22 1/4x37 3/4 in

TITLE

Portrait of 
Anthony J. 
Drexel (1826-
1902)

ARTIST

Constant, 
Jean Joseph 
Benjamin

DATE

1894

PLACE OF ORIGIN

United States

MEDIUM

Oil, canvas

DIMENSIONS

45x35 in

TITLE

Celestial and 
terrestrial library 

globes

ARTIST

Charles Smith 
and Son

DATE

c. 1870

PLACE OF ORIGIN

England

MEDIUM

Papier-maché, 
plaster, 

mahogany, brass

DIMENSIONS

18 in

4

3

Modern conservation is directed toward improv-
ing legibility and condition, and all procedures and 
materials are intended to be reversible. That wasn’t 
always the case.  

“The big thing today is stability and reversibility,” 
says Aella Diamantopoulos, a painting and frame 
conservator who works with Drexel. “Any sort of in-
tervention you have with a painting, you want to 
minimize. This is something that you do every 80 to 
100 years. You don’t want to be cleaning a painting 
over and over again.”  

Modern-day conservators are constantly correct-
ing and reversing poorly executed older techniques 
that were at one time considered standard practice. 

“Fifty years ago, conservators were a little more 
heavy handed than they are today,” Diamantopoulos 
says. “When you retouch losses today, you stay within 
the areas of loss, whereas in the past they were a little 
bit more liberal about going over the original.”

Diamantopoulos has been working with Drexel 
since 2012 and has conserved about 50 paintings, 
frames included. 

One of her favorites is a painting by German 
painter Eugène Gustav Dücker called 4  “Isle of 
Sylt.” The canvas was so dirty that observers ini-
tially thought the painting depicted a stormy 
beach. Beneath the grime and age, a shape on the 

1

2

BEFORE 
RESTORATION

BEFORE 
RESTORATION
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sand that had previously appeared to be storm-
battered driftwood turned out to be a person lounging 
in the sunshine of a pleasant day. 

Possibly the most valuable and signifi cant pieces 
of the collection are its clocks, most of them do-
nated in 1894 by the widow of Childs, who was the 
publisher of a prominent Philadelphia paper and 
A.J. Drexel’s lifelong close friend. This gift includ-
ed the David Rittenhouse Astronomical Musical 
Clock, which Hoppes passed on his way to class in 
the late 1950s. 

“It was the most complicated clock he ever con-
structed,” said Hoppes of the astronomer Rittenhouse. 

The clock tells time, month and day, location of 
planets, tracks astronomical phenomena and plays 
10 different tunes. It also shows locations of zodiac 
constellations. The 1773 piece was appraised for $10 
million, and in 2009, Hoppes wrote a book about it 
titled, “The Most Important Clock in America.” 

He also played a role in restoring an 5  1867 Eu-
gene Farcot Conical Clock located in the lobby of the 
Main Building, which was also given to the University 
by the Childs family. 

“When I went to school, it never had a pendulum,” 
recalls Hoppes. The pendulum had been removed 
and stored underneath a bench in the collection’s 
storage area. “It was all bent and smashed. It looked 
like some disgruntled student hit it with a baseball 
bat,” Hoppes says. 

Now working, conserved — and with a straight 
pendulum — the clock is one of the most recognizable 
sights in the Main Building. 

Practical Arts
But fi lling the University with illustrious décor isn’t 
the purpose of this conservation, says Clouser: “It’s to 
make the collection a teaching tool again.” 

One reason that’s a possibility is because there are 
no Picassos in need of protection. While the collec-
tion includes some big-ticket pieces, most are more 
historically signifi cant than monetarily signifi cant. 
“There’s less fear of things being damaged,” she says. 

That’s a plus when classes want to incorporate 
pieces from the collection into their lesson plans. 

In this regard, Clouser herself is a bit of a treasure. 
She trained in art conservation as an undergraduate 
and has a master’s in museum studies from George-
town University. Through internships, fellowships 
and employment, she has experience in conservation, 
collection management and registration with a range 
of prestigious regional institutions: Hagley Muse-
um, the Smithsonian’s National Portrait Gallery, the 
Barnes Foundation and Winterthur Museum.  

Clouser frequently takes students on tours of the 
collection or hosts art-related workshops for classes. 

For example, The Drexel Collection contains an 
example of a 6  war-era Dresden urn that is some-
times used to help students in an English 103 class on 
war literature appreciate Kurt Vonnegut’s “Slaugh-
terhouse-Five.” When students reach the chapter in 
which the main character uncovers a Dresden teapot 
among the city’s ruins, Clouser presents a brief histo-
ry of ceramics and displays the Dresden urn to convey 
the beauty among the rubble that Vonnegut was try-
ing to express. 

A.J. Drexel’s lifelong close friend. This gift includ-
ed the David Rittenhouse Astronomical Musical 
Clock, which Hoppes passed on his way to class in 
the late 1950s. 

“It was the most complicated clock he ever con-
structed,” said Hoppes of the astronomer Rittenhouse. 

The clock tells time, month and day, location of 
planets, tracks astronomical phenomena and plays 
10 different tunes. It also shows locations of zodiac 
constellations. The 1773 piece was appraised for $10 
million, and in 2009, Hoppes wrote a book about it 
titled, “The Most Important Clock in America.” 

He also played a role in restoring an 
gene Farcot Conical Clock 
Main Building, which was also given to the University 
by the Childs family. 

“When I went to school, it never had a pendulum,” 
recalls Hoppes. The pendulum had been removed 
and stored underneath a bench in the collection’s 
storage area. “It was all bent and smashed. It looked 
like some disgruntled student hit it with a baseball 
bat,” Hoppes says. 

Now working, conserved — and with a straight 
pendulum — the clock is one of the most recognizable 
sights in the Main Building. 

In an English 101 class called “Self-Representation 
in the Digital Age,” Clouser provides an art history les-
son on how symbols are used in self-portraits, such as 
the use of books and jewelry to convey status. She intro-
duces collection pieces ranging from 7  ancient Roman 
coins to the Drexel family portrait to demonstrate the 
range of materials used in portraiture.

As a fi nal project for the class, the students created 
self-portraits for a public campus exhibition on April 14 
that showed what they had learned, often with amusing 
modern interpretations. One student, Michael Bar-
soum (materials engineering ’21), used 18th-century 
portrait styles to satirically depict a typical millennial 
man: Inside an Old World gilt frame, a young man pos-
es with a Red Bull and a cell phone, amid other symbols 
of his generation. 

In conjunction with the self-portrait exhibit, art 
history students built a sister exhibit that was “pro-
gressively curated,” meaning students gradually added 
layers of new information onto the exhibit each week. 
At fi rst, the objects —  a selection of artworks, prints, 
sculpture, ceramics, metals, glass, etc. — were present-
ed with no information. Over the course of a term, as 
students researched the pieces, they added new details 
about historical context, technique, artist and function. 

Visitors to Rincliffe Gallery were able to watch the ex-
hibit unfold in real time as the aspiring curators studied 
the artifacts at progressively deeper and deeper levels.

Every couple of years, students who aspire to mu-
seum careers completely take over Clouser’s role and 
produce their own exhibit. In 2015, they combined 
some of the 8  tiny furniture and children’s toys in the 

TITLE

Ancient coins

ARTIST

Unknown

DATE

c. 300 BCE – 300 CE

PLACE OF ORIGIN

various

MEDIUM

Silver, bronze

collection with other curated artifacts to create an ex-
hibit illustrating the evolution of toys and notions of 
childhood. Students were responsible both for curat-
ing and for the physical layout of the gallery and all of 
the labels and signage. This winter, students from the 
course will produce an exhibit called 9  “drinkware 
at Drexel.”

Each group of students undergoes training to 
learn how to handle the delicate pieces. “I wear gloves 
for metals; clean dry hands for everything else,” says 
Clouser. “Gloves can remove some tactile sensation 
and accidently tear something. I wouldn’t wear gloves 
when handling paper, or with glass or ceramics, be-
cause they are slippery and you can drop them.” 

Another lesson: Never pick something up by its 
handle; you never know when something has an 
unseen crack or old repair.

That’s the kind of literally hands-on interaction 
that the founder and fi rst president foresaw when 
they began building the collection 125 years ago. 

Writing in the “Catalogue of the Picture Gal-
lery” in 1897, Drexel President James MacAlister 
expressed his hopes for the collection’s role:  

“Any real knowledge of and feeling for art in its 
many aspects can only be acquired by direct contact 
with the various forms in which it is embodied. We 
can learn a good deal from reproductions and books, 
but the feeling for beauty and the refi ned enjoyment 
which works of art are capable of yielding, are only 
possible in the truest sense by living in their presence 
and becoming familiar with them as we do with a 
fi ne poem or some lovely aspect of nature.”  

7

TITLE

Conical Clock

ARTIST

Albert Ernest 
Carrier-Belleuse 
and Eugene 
Farcot

DATE

c. 1867

PLACE OF ORIGIN

France

MEDIUM

Silver, brass, 
marble

DIMENSIONS

60x30x27 in

5
TITLE

Urn

ARTIST

Saxon Porcelain 
Manufactory

DATE

late 19th century

PLACE OF ORIGIN

Germany, 
Potschappel

MEDIUM

Hard-paste 
porcelain, lime 
glaze, polychrome 
enamels, gilding

DIMENSIONS

28 1/4 x 11 1/2 in

6

TITLE

Miniatures

ARTIST

Unknown

DATE

early 20th 
century

PLACE OF ORIGIN

unknown

MEDIUM

Mixed media

DIMENSIONS

very tiny, like 
palm-sized

8

TITLE

Venetian Wine 
Glass with Drexel 
Family Crest

ARTIST

unknown

DATE

19th century

PLACE OF ORIGIN

Italy

MEDIUM

Soda glass, 
gilding, blown

DIMENSIONS

3x8 in

9

YO U CA N H E L P TO P R E S E R V E 
D R E X E L’S A R T C O L L E CT I O N 
BY CONTACTING LYNN CLOUSER AT 
LCC48@DREXEL.EDU. EVEN SMALL 
DONATIONS CAN RESTORE AN 
ARTIFACT AND GIVE A FUTURE 
DRAGON A PRICELESS EXPERIENCE.

i
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CROSS     ROADS

A record number of alumni and guests came to 
campus for Alumni Weekend on May 19 and 20 
to celebrate with 2,000 friends, family and fellow 
Dragons at more than 40 events both in West Phil-
adelphia and around the city. Among the highlights 
were a German-style beer hall created inside Main 
Building, an afternoon of picnicking and face paint-
ing among the animals at the Philadelphia Zoo, and 
a series of special receptions at the Logan Hotel.

The weekend also played host to the Class of 
1967’s 50-Year Reunion, where Golden Dragons re-
lived their Drexel days and shared memories with 
old friends at a welcome breakfast and luncheon in 
the familiar surroundings of the Great Court. 

For the weekend’s final festivities, generations 
of graduates and guests gathered at the Academy 
of Natural Sciences of Drexel University to party 
among dinosaur bones and butterflies as the jazz 
band known as Fresh Cut Orchestra provided the 
perfect tunes to wrap up Alumni Weekend in style.

Friends  
and Fun  
at Alumni  
Weekend 
2017

Didn’t see anybody you know? Visit drexelmagazine.org 
for a photo gallery from the weekend.

Alan Keiter, BS ’67, MS ’71; Elizabeth Febo, 
BS ’68; and Henry Febo Jr., BS ’67, rub the 
Water Boy’s toe for good luck during the 
Class of 1967 Welcome Breakfast.

More than 300 
alumni and students 
came out to the 
Young Alumni Beer 
Hall for food, music, 
games and craft 
beer. AJ Jabal ’17, 
James Kerr ’17, 
Roger Kfoury ’17, 
Julie Kimelman 
’17, Dillon Kadakia 
‘17 and Michael Gi-
angiordano ’16 were 
among those who 
enjoyed catching up 
in the Main Building. 

Alumni like Ellen Rubin, BS ’92, got up 
close and personal with the dinosaurs 
during Drexel After Dark at the  
Academy of Natural Sciences.  

Even Mario made an appearance! 
Tonnetta Graham, MS ’10, snapped 
a photo with Drexel’s favorite dragon 
during Drexel Fest at the Zoo.

President John Fry joined past  
“40 Under 40” honorees for a special re-
ception at the Logan Hotel sponsored by 
Red Spruce Capital, a company founded 
by 2016 honoree Amish Desai, BS ’03.

Joseph Callahan, BS ’87, rocked out for the 
Class of 1987 30-Year Reunion. 
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CAPTION ME SNAPSHOT

40s
Aimee Richmond, MD medicine 
’48, published the book, “Simply 
Nutrition.”  

60s
Ronald Silver, BS electrical en-
gineering ’60, MS ’65, celebrates 
a career that includes being the 
joint recipient of two U.S. patents 
for development of the “smart” 
card, designer of life support and 
monitoring systems on NASA’s 
biosatellite orbiting capsules, 
the head of three acoustic noise 
studies of highway-propaga-
tion characteristics in New York 
City, developer of a fiber-optic 
transducer to measure in-vivo ar-
terial blood pressure and gasses. 
Post-retirement, with wife Joanne, 
he is honored as the founding 
technical director of Beach Lloyd 
Publishers, presenting memoirs of 
holocaust and WWII survivors.   

70s
Richard V. Brown, MD medicine 
’78, received the Chief of Staff 
Clinical Excellence Award from 
VA Pittsburgh Healthcare System 
for outstanding work which has 
advanced the healthcare system’s 
pursuit of excellence, while setting 
a new standard in veteran care. 

Samuel Costa, BS psychology 
’74, retired from the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention 
on April 30, 2016, after nearly 15 
years with the organization and al-
most 30 years working in the area 
of HIV surveillance and prevention. 
Two of his sons, Jeremy ’98, and 
Paul ’15, are also Drexel alumni. 

Donald Erb, BS civil engineering 
’73, senior design engineer at 
FMC Technologies’ Conveying and 
Processing Equipment Division in 
Lansdale, Pennsylvania, retired 
after 40 years of designing bulk 
material handling structures for 
projects in the United States, 

Eileen Moore Boyle, MD medicine 
’83, received the Nathaniel Bed-
ford Primary Care Award from the 
Allegheny County Medical Society 
Foundation.

Jim Preuninger, BS management 
information systems ’83, wrote 
the article “Nimble Supply Chain: 
Visibility and Agility” for Supply 
Chain Digest magazine.

90s
Ann Cullison Collins, MD medicine 
’97, family medicine physician for 
Cornerstone Family Physicians, 
and affiliated with St. Vincent 
Indianapolis Hospital, was named 
a 2017 Top Doctor in Indianapolis, 
Indiana.

Kulsoom Halai, BS nutrition and 
food science ’94, was featured 
in an article “Try Try Again” on 
Pakistan Today’s website about 
her Pakistani children’s clothing 
store QnH.

Daniel Herscovici, MS mechanical 
engineering ’97, senior vice presi-
dent at Comcast, was quoted in an 
article in Philadelphia Magazine 
regarding Comcast’s acquisition 
of Austin’s Icontrol Networks Inc., 
specifically Converge.

Anita Miedziak, MD medicine ’93, 
an ophthalmologist at Princeton 
Eye Group, was featured in a pro-
file in Town Topics newspaper.

Maria Renz, BS interior design 
’90, was named as Amazon’s vice 
president of delivery experience. 
She had previously served as Am-
azon’s vice president and technical 
advisor to the CEO.

00s
Michael Derr, BS civil engineering 
’06, was named Young Engineer 
of the Year by the Lehigh Valley 
Chapter of the Pennsylvania Soci-
ety of Professional Engineers. 

The Whole Crew

Five Dragons in the Nest

We’re interested in hearing about your weddings, new babies, special traditions, group trips and regular 
get-togethers with fellow alumni. Send stories and photos to Jesse Kahn at jtk85@drexel.edu. CLASS NOTESCROSS ROADS

Thanks to Bruce Ersek, BS business administration ’61, and Redford Sargent, BS business administration ’67, for 
sending in this photo of the varsity crew team. It was taken on the dock of the Bachelors Barge Club boathouse 
in 1961. Some of the alumni in the photo are believed to be Charlie Fay, BS commerce and engineering ’62; Paul 
Benner, BS mechanical engineering ’64; Frank Wiechec Jr., BS business administration ’61; and Bruce Ersek.  
Do you recognize the other oarsmen? Write to “caption me” at magazine@drexel.edu or @DrexelMag.

Canada, Venezuela, Chile, the Phil-
ippines, Australia and China.

Sandral Hullett, MD medicine 
’76, CEO and medical director of 
Cooper Green Mercy Hospital, was 
honored by Alabama A&M Univer-
sity’s salute to Women’s History 
Month.

Mindy Solkin, BS fashion design 
’77, is the founder of The Run-
ning Center, which specializes in 
training runners in groups and 
privately. She is the creator of the 
TRC Training System, a 12-point 
system of training for runners; 
Runditioning, a method to improve 

running form and prevent injuries; 
and Treadmilling, a running and 
conditioning workout on the tread-
mill. Most recently, she expanded 
her services to include the Philly 
Fit Tour, a class that combines 
outdoor exercise with a guided 
tour of Philadelphia.

80s
Howard Benson, BS metallurgical 
engineering ’80, HD ’15, produced 
the album “Madness” by heavy 
metal band All That Remains.

Joseph G. Cacchione, MD med-
icine ’85, was named president 

of Ascension Medical Group, the 
largest nonprofit health system in 
the United States and the world’s 
largest Catholic health system.

Diane Fanelli, BS accounting ’87, 
senior vice president of Global 
Channels & Digital Enterprise 
Platform at SAP, was featured in 
the company’s “Spotlight on Wom-
en Leaders” series.

Rachel Hoffman, BS design ’83, 
and her husband, Wesley Wei, 
launched a new hybrid concept 
venture combining lifestyle 
showrooms with Airbnb properties 
called Lema Studio. 

“It makes my parents so proud and so happy to see 
that their goal has been met; it was their vision that 
made it possible,” says Ramy Shraim, the second old-
est of the Shraim children. “My parents were across 
the world, and as hard as it was to see their kids leave, 
they knew that was best for us.”

Shraim was born in Germany and grew up with 
his family in Dubai. He recalls spending summers as 
a young teenager visiting his extended family in New 
Jersey and Philadelphia, which is when he was first 
exposed to Drexel. 

“America was a fascinating place,” says Shraim. 
“Over the years I definitely saw myself getting my ed-
ucation in the United States.”

Shraim graduated in 2005 with a degree in finance 
and marketing, taking jobs at JP Morgan and BNY 
Mellon in the years following graduation. But it was 
a purchase he made during his junior year at Drexel 
that would set him on the path to becoming a success-
ful real-estate developer. 

In his junior year, Shraim and his father purchased 
a house at 33rd and Spring Garden streets where he 
and his brothers lived while they were students. This 
glimpse into the world of owning and renting a home 
ignited his desire to one day have his own real-estate 
company. 

“When I was first interested in real estate, I could 
barely spell real estate, my English was so bad,” he 
recalls. “However, I quickly realized that’s what I 

wanted to do and it became a passion.”
Today, Shraim runs not one, but two very success-

ful real estate companies, University City Apt and 
University Realty. Both companies specialize in devel-
oping and managing multi-unit residential student 
housing catering mainly to Drexel and University of 
Pennsylvania students. Combined, the companies 
manage over $100 million in real estate assets in Uni-
versity City.

“I love how my projects can change neighborhoods,” 
says Shraim. “Sometimes as I’m driving around the 
city, I see some of the projects that we’ve completed 
over the years and it feels like I’m dreaming.”

As for the future, Shraim has no plans to leave the 
West Philadelphia neighborhood where he now lives 
and has so much invested. 

Five years ago, he helped establish and sits on 
the board of the Drexel Area Property Association, 
or DAPA, which works alongside fellow community 
members to both represent area property owners in 
neighborhood issues and to encourage responsible 
property use. DAPA also holds toy and food drives 
and works with students in West Philadelphia’s Mor-
ton McMichael School. 

“Even though I grew up in Dubai, this is my 
home,” says Shraim. “I believe that when you’re in-
vested so much in one place, you should want to help 
better the community and uplift everyone around 
you.”  — Lara Geragi

Ramy Shraim’s parents wanted nothing more than to provide their children with a great education, 
which is why they decided to send them — all five of them — to Drexel.

Pictured left to right are 
the Shraim siblings and 
their father: Anas ’11, 
investment profession-
al with JP Morgan Private 
Banking; Ramy ’05, founder 
and CEO of University City 
Apt and managing partner 
of University Realty; Dr. 
Fathi Shraim; Rawan ’16, 
clinical scientist with John-
son & Johnson; Alaa ’02, 
managing director at PNC 
Corporate Banking; Jad 
’06, director of relationship 
management at Broadridge 
Financial Solutions
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James Hing, BS mechanical en-
gineering ’03, MS ’07, PhD ’10, a 
Naval Air Systems Command engi-
neer, was named the Department 
of Defense Laboratory Scientist of 
the Quarter for his research in us-
ing robotics to optimize workload 
and increase safety for sailors on 
the flight deck.

Klint Kanopka, BS physics ’05, MS 
science of instruction ’14, a high 
school physics teacher at Palumbo 
Academy in South Philadelphia, 
was featured in a profile for his 
seven years of perfect attendance 
at work.

David Kashmer, MD medicine ’01, 
reached the Amazon bestseller list 
with his new book, “Volume to Val-
ue: Proven Methods for Achieving 
High Quality in Healthcare.” The 
book describes proven methods 
that can ensure patient safety and 
positive outcomes.

Matt Malkie, BS mechanical engi-
neering and mechanics ’01, was 
appointed as North American Quali-
ty Leader for Honda North America.

Lisa Melnik Pearson, BS physi-
cian assistant ’08, was recognized 
for earning a Certificate of Added 
Qualifications from the National 
Commission on Certification of 
Physician Assistants. 

Jonathan Meson, BS computer 
engineering ’08, CEO and founder 
of Visual Blasters, announced that 
the company’s popular FlipaClip 
app, which has been downloaded 
four million times on the Android 
platform, is now available through 
the Apple App Store. 

10s
Ilana Ariel McLean, BS graphic 
design ’13, launched her new 
business, 25M Design, a virtual 
design and marketing agency.

CLASS NOTESCROSS ROADS

A name you know,
care you can trust. 
For the health care needs of you and your      
family, go to the name you trust — Drexel 
Medicine. By providing compassionate, 
personalized care from a renowned network 
of more than 275 physicians working in 18 
areas of primary and specialized medicine, we 
proudly advance Drexel University’s legacy of 
innovation and excellence. 

1.866.DREXEL2 • drexelmedicine.org 

WEDDINGS

A Waltz to 
Remember
Darlene Smith Dierkes (BS communications ’12) and her husband James 
(BS/MS chemical engineering ’12) met in North Hall in 2010. The two 
were resident assistants and — as many love stories begin — they started 
out as friends. And then one day James asked Darlene on a date. 

“We started dating, and it feels like we must have gone to every restau-
rant in Philly,” says Darlene. 

Darlene recalls how their relationship grew over the next two years, 
creating memories in places around campus and Philadelphia, like the 
first time they talked about getting married at Mad Mex in University City. 

James proposed at the beach in 2014 and the couple began to plan 
their Aug. 5, 2016, wedding. While there were many decisions to be made 
— from the dress, to the flowers, to the food — choosing the location for 
their pre-ceremony photos was the easiest one of all. 

“We knew we wanted to go back to where our relationship first start-
ed,” Darlene says. “We couldn’t imagine not going back there on our 
wedding day.” 

The bride and groom chose the iconic campus spot, the Great Court 
in Main Building, as the backdrop for their first images. From there, they 
set out to take pictures in other meaningful spots around campus and in 
Philadelphia, like the carousel at Franklin Square and City Hall, before 
heading to Blue Bell, Pennsylvania, for the ceremony. 

Several fellow Dragons attended the wedding, and Justin Peterson ’11, 
Sonia Jain ’12, Matthew Bui ’11, Daniel Fornace ’11 and current students 
Erin and Kyle Dierkes represented Drexel in the wedding party.

The couple are now both pursuing careers in the medical field. Darlene 
graduated from nursing school and James, a medical school graduate, 
has started his residency in anesthesia. While they currently live in 
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, they hope to one day make their home in Phil-
adelphia, the city where their lives as a couple began. — Lara Geragi

BABY DRAGONS

Heather Corricelli Zackary, BSN 
nursing ’13, and Jon Zackary, MD 
medicine ’14, had a daughter, Abigail 
Grace Zackary, on June 27, 2016.

Yanatha Desouvre, BS business ad-
ministration ’01, and Amy Ann had 
a son, Antoine Benjamin Jeremiah, 
on Nov. 28, 2016.

Kavita Kumar, BS computer engi-
neering ’08, and Ayush Sharma, BS 
electrical engineering ’08, MS ’08, had 
a son, Akhil Sharma, on Jan. 5, 2017. 

Tricia Farrell Pappano, BS mental 
health technology ’99, and Robert 
Pappano had a son, Andrew Kevin 
Pappano, on March 16, 2016. 

Danielle Klein Aarons, MS interior 
architecture and design ’12, her hus-
band, Avi Aarons, and her son, Skyler 
Dean Aarons, welcomed Carter Jace 
Aarons to their family on July 17, 2016.

Stephen F. Facenda, BS marketing ’90, and Todd J. 
Babish were married on Oct. 1, 2016. 

Lauren Hotz, BS design and merchandising ’11, and 
Steven Hollopeter were married on Sept. 24, 2016.  

Lauren Moatz, BA architecture ’07, and Davey Scher, 
BS nursing ’11, were married on Aug. 27, 2016.  

Laurel Chadwick, BS television industry and enter-
tainment ’12, and Samuel Moskowitz, BS film and 
video production ’13, were married on Aug. 27, 2016. 
They were joined by fellow alumni including: Rich 
Mach ’13, Julia Grinberg ’13, Andrew Catania ’12, Kyle 
Trobman ’13, Mairin McKinlay ’12, Maggie Farley ’11, 
Richard Hamilton ’11, Ashley Hulse ’10, Allison Jones 
’10, Miles Mueller ’13, Andrew Paparone ’13, Alex 
Maziekien ’13, Kristina Massie ’12, Alexa Fuentes ’12, 
Molly Tarlofsky ’12 and Hannah Cohen ’13. 

“After completing a rotational 
program at JPMorgan Chase in 
2014, I left to backpack the world 
for two years, traveling through 
Europe, Oceania and Asia. Upon 
completion of my trip in 2016, I 
started a full time MBA program 
at University of Connecticut on 
a full academic scholarship as a 
graduate assistant, focusing on 
business analytics and compli-
ance. I was awarded a General 
Electric Fellowship to research 
foreign currency fluctuations and 
will intern with Bank of Amer-
ica this summer in its Global 
Corporate Compliance program 
in order to further enhance my 
regulatory experience.” 
— Leonard Borriello,  
BS business administration ’12

Johanna DiNardo, BS fashion de-
sign ’16, had her Spring/Summer 
2017 Ready-To-Wear Collection 
featured in British Vogue. 

John Nawn, BS civil engineering 
’87, MS ’12, was named 2017 Dela-
ware Valley Engineer of the Year. 

Tayan Patel, MS electrical engineer-
ing ’12, was promoted to partner at 
the law firm BakerHostetler. 

Chris Paul, BS culinary arts ’12, and 
his chain of fast casual restaurants, 
Herban Quality Eats, were highlight-
ed in an article “In the Business of 
Change” in QSR magazine.

Megan Sheffer Evans, MS library 
and information science ’14, an 
archivist, discovered historic pho-
tographs of the Wanamaker family 
with the last Russian royal family, the 
Romanovs. Her discovery was high-
lighted in the Philadelphia Inquirer.

Alexander J. Stadel, BS archi-
tectural engineering ’11, BS 
civil engineering ’11, MS ’11, was 
highlighted in The New York Times 
article, “Where George Washington 
Slept (Perhaps Not Well),” for his 
design of an innovative umbrel-
la-like structure to support a tent 
used by Washington, without in-
ducing stress on its delicate fabric. D
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Friends 
We’ll Miss
1930s
Doris Adams Rigg, RN nursing ’39
Frances Arnold Benus, DC 

secretarial ’34
Richard Ballinger, BS mechanical 

engineering ’38
John Barker McConnell, BS home 

economics ’34
Elizabeth Binns Ricketts, DC 

secretarial ’34
Lillian Bissett Cheponis, RN nursing 

’35
Anna Buffi ngton Schultz, BS home 

economics ’36
Edith Burton Harbison, DC 

secretarial ’35
Rachel Cloud Lucas, DC secretarial ’37
George Connor, BS electrical 

engineering ’35
Charles Cusick, DC mechanical 

engineering ’39
Katherine DeMatteo Jaksich, RN 

nursing ’35
Grimaldo DiStefano, MD medicine 

’38
Theodore Fetter, DC electrical 

engineering ’37
Esther Grant, RN nursing ’38
Williams Gropp, DC mechanical 

engineering ’35
Eleanor High Rebmann, DC 

secretarial ’37
Philip Irwin Mattison, DC secretarial 

’36
Irving Liner, BS business 

administration ’37
Margaret Macart Hess, DC 

secretarial ’34
William Marczely, DC electrical 

engineering ’35
Clara Margoles, MD medicine ’36
Mildred Matousek, MD medicine ’36
Merritt Mikkal Sticker, DC 

secretarial ’34
Helen Morgan Davis, DC secretarial ’39
Catherine Robinson Parkinson, RN 

nursing ’35
Ruth Van Sciver Little, RN nursing ’38
James West, DC electrical 

engineering ’36
Ruth Whitaker Boettcher, RN 

nursing ’38
Rose Yanni, BS nursing ’33

1940s
Frank Alessandro, BS mechanical 

engineering ’47, MS aerospace 
engineering ’66

Stewart Barnett, DC mechanical 
engineering ’48

Margaret Beach Corr, BS home 
economics ’43

Milton Bergey, DC mechanical 
engineering ’41

Clement Brown, DC mechanical 
engineering ’42

Alan Burns, BS chemical 
engineering ’48, MS ’56

John Christie, BS mechanical 
engineering ’46

Alma Coccia Schwartz, BS home 
economics ’47

John Collins, BS mechanical 
engineering ’48

Albert Cooper, MD medicine ’44
Andrew Cope, BS mechanical 

engineering ’43
Walter Cummings, BS business 

administration ’48
Shields Daltroff, BS mechanical 

engineering ’48
Elizabeth Eken, MD medicine ’47
Thomas Flynn, MD medicine ’48
Margaret Ford Lodge, BS home 

economics ’43
Olive Fromholzer Mulrine, RN 

nursing ’44
Susan Gardner Fruth, BS secretarial ’40
William Gauntlett, BS mechanical 

engineering ’49
William Granatir, MD medicine ’41
Mary Hable Terrell, RN nursing ’46
Janet Hampton, MD medicine ’47
William Hatton, DC electrical 

engineering ’47
Grace Hedgcock, MD medicine ’45
Jeanann Bressler Hoch, BS home 

economics ’46, MS ’64
William Hoch Jr., BS mechanical 

engineering ’44
Harriet James Shor, BS business 

administration ’48
Anna Lefferts Enell, BS business 

administration ’42
Hilton Levonian, BS electrical 

engineering ’48
Jeannette Marlow, MD medicine ’47
Dorothy McVickar Hadfi eld, DC 

secretarial ’46
Frank Mellert, DC mechanical 

engineering ’45

FRIENDS WE'LL MISSCROSS ROADS

Sara Mengle Krammes, RN nursing 
’47

Mary Michael Barton, DC home 
economics ’44

Mary Miller Goldschmidt, DC 
secretarial ’42

Jay Minshall, BS mechanical 
engineering ’44

Ruth Moyer Yeaton, AS nursing ’47
Ian Murphy, MD medicine ’43
Josephine Peckiconis Ahlum, RN 

nursing ’47
William Piltz, BS chemical 

engineering ’43
Rosalie Reardon Albers, MD 

medicine ’47
Margaret Reed Corbin, BS home 

economics ’45
William Reiter, BS chemical 

engineering ’49
Alfred Roberts, MD medicine ’46
Manning Rosnick, MD medicine ’41
Lillian Rozowski Foremny, BS 

business administration ’47
William Schultz, BS business 

administration ’48
Robert Simon, BS business 

administration ’48
Elizabeth Slack Raech, BS home 

economics ’44
Esther Snyderman, MD medicine ’44
Herbert Spielman, BS electrical 

engineering ’48
John Sullivan, BS chemical 

engineering ’47
Eugenia Thaysen Williams, BS home 

economics ’48
Mary Tremblay Ballerstedt, BS 

home economics ’48
Anne Weber, BS business teacher 

education ’47
Frederick Wiegand, MD medicine ’46

1950s
Raymond Aub, DC civil engineering 

’54, BS ’58
Weston Beale, MS engineering ’57
Marilyn Bear, BS home economics 

’59
Harvey Bingham, MS electrical 

engineering ’59
Stanley Bloom, BS mechanical 

engineering ’58
Albert Boscov, DC retail 

management ’52
Gloria Boswell Morrill, BS business 

administration ’51

Robert Boyer, BS mechanical 
engineering ’51

Frank Brady, BS civil engineering ’53
Sarah Brandt McKay, MS library 

science ’58
Donald Braun, BS business 

administration ’56
George Broschart, BS business 

administration ’59
Wayne Bugg, DC mechanical 

engineering ’53, BS ’56
Richard Burke, BS mechanical 

engineering ’55
Donald Burrell, BS business 

administration ’54
James Cipparrone, BS mechanical 

engineering ’58
Samuel Commons, DC mechanical 

engineering ’51
John Cossa, MD medicine ’58
William D’Amico, BS mechanical 

engineering ’52
H. Robert Damghajian, BS electrical 

engineering ’58, MS ’68
Darryl De Maris, BS commerce and 

engineering ’52
John Detwiler, BS electrical 

engineering ’50
Margaret Doyle, BS home economics 

’59
John Engleman, BS chemical 

engineering ’51
Sherman Esterson, MD medicine ’55
John Fleming, BS mechanical 

engineering ’54, BS electrical 
engineering ’62

William Fleming, BS civil 
engineering ’57

Walter Frommer, BS mechanical 
engineering ’54

Richard Gabel, BS mechanical 
engineering ’50, MS aerospace 
engineering ’53

Paul Garell, MD medicine ’56
James Gate, MS mechanical 

engineering ’57
George Giessner, DC electrical 

engineering ’52, BS ’55
Edward Girvin, BS mechanical 

engineering ’52
Dwight Halpern, MD medicine ’56
Robert Haworth, DC electrical 

engineering ’54
Elaine Hille Brown, BS home 

economics ’56
Wallace Jakacki, BS electrical 

engineering ’57, MS ’61

John Keyser, DC mechanical 
engineering ’51, BS ’54

Alvin Kollosch, BS mechanical 
engineering ’52

Donald Kooker, BS industrial 
administration ’58

B. Kraynick, MD medicine ’53
Joseph Krotec, MD medicine ’54
Edward Lakitsky, DC mechanical 

engineering ’59
Mary Lamplugh Cornely, BS home 

economics ’51
Paul Lare, BS metallurgical 

engineering ’59
Cora Lee Au, MD medicine ’50
Alvin Leff, BS chemical engineering 

’59
Stanley Leonberg, MD medicine ’54
Barbara Lyons Raefsky, DC library 

science ’58
Morton Marcovitz, BS electrical 

engineering ’51
Lawrence Margolis, BS mechanical 

engineering ’57
W. Martindale, BS mechanical 

engineering ’54
Geraldine McCulley, DC library 

science ’51
Gilbert Meltsner, MD medicine ’57
William Minster, MD medicine ’52
E. Morrill, BS business 

administration ’51
Nancy Munyan Cornelssen, BS 

secretarial ’52
Jean Nienstadt, MD medicine ’54
Joseph O’Connell, BS business 

administration ’54
Charles Pease, BS metallurgical 

engineering ’51
Robert Rich, BS industrial 

administration ’55
Rosemarie Rozanski David, RN 

nursing ’56
Frank Sadofsky, BS civil engineering 

’51, MS ’64
Joanne Schumack Coffey, MS library 

science ’58
Morton Shafter, BS business teacher 

education ’51
Charles Shiner, BS commerce and 

engineering ’57
James Smith, BS civil engineering 

’58
Herbert Sommer, BS civil 

engineering ’53
John Stratton, DC electrical 

engineering ’52, BS ’55

NOBODY LIKES

 BEING LEFT OUT.

Keeping your info current helps Drexel bring you 
exciting alumni events, opportunities and news 
that interests you. It also lets you connect with 
and utilize the Drexel Alumni community so you 
can enjoy the bene�ts of being a Dragon for life!

         

Send your current email address, along with your 
name and class year, to alumni@drexel.edu. 

Marjorie Strawn, MD medicine ’52
Lester Sunday, DC mechanical 

engineering ’59, BS mechanical 
engineering ’61

Walter Teetsel, BS electrical 
engineering ’52

Ira Thompson, DC civil engineering 
’59, BS ’60

Lillian Tomita Kashihara, DC library 
science ’58

Lorraine Torkelson, MD medicine 
’51

Richard VanZandt, BS mechanical 
engineering ’52

Frank Verderame, MS chemistry ’57
Wayne Watson, DC mechanical 

engineering ’53
Elizabeth Westermann Mauger, RN 

nursing ’55
David Wilson, BS business 

administration ’58
Elizabeth Woodrow Maier, DC home 

economics ’59
Edward Woytowicz, BS mechanical 

engineering ’55
Thomas Young, BS mechanical 

engineering ’51
John Zettick, DC electrical 

engineering ’54

1960s
Margaret Bartlett Nields, RN 

nursing ’62
Donald Baver, BS electrical 

engineering ’69
Allan Beatty, BS electrical 

engineering ’67
Joseph Benkert, BS civil engineering 

’65
Joseph Borucki, BS mechanical 

engineering ’65
Pietro Bramante, MS biomedical 

engineering and science ’64
John Campbell, BS commerce and 

engineering ’61
Ferdinand Carillo, MD medicine ’67
Miriam Cox McClelland, MS home 

economics ’69
Ralph Daggan, BS electrical 

engineering ’62
James Dooley, BS business 

administration ’69
Hobart Edson, MD medicine ’63
Vincent Fargione, BS electrical 

engineering ’63
Lewis Finkelstein, BS business 

administration ’67
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John Fox, BS business 
administration ’66, MBA ’68

Jacquelyn Goad Gwyn, MS library 
science ’67

Nancy Golcher Borucki, BS home 
economics ’67

Paul Gotchel, BS mechanical 
engineering ’61

Dorothy Griffi th, MS library science ’66
June Guibeson Norton, BS home 

economics ’63
Alan Guokas, BS business 

administration ’68
Donald Hanson, BS electrical 

engineering ’60
William Harding, MS chemistry ’62
John Hennessy, BS electrical 

engineering ’64
James Hogan, MS electrical 

engineering ’66
Emily Howland Pike, MLS library 

science ’67
Joseph Hudak, BS business 

administration ’60

David Schalk, BS humanities and 
science ’66

John Scheer, BS metallurgical 
engineering ’69

Patrick Sedalis, BS electrical 
engineering ’65

Katherine Shipherd Haines, DC 
secretarial ’60

Edgar Shulby, BS civil engineering ’65
Gene Smigocki, MBA business 

administration ’63
Joel Stein, MD medicine ’62
Walter Sykes, BS physics and 

atmospheric science ’62
Charlotte Taylor, MLS library science 

’69
Ralph Vernot, MS electrical 

engineering ’67
Donald Weiss, BS mechanical 

engineering ’69
Larry Weissman, BS chemical 

engineering ’63, MS ’66
Samuel Whalen, MBA business 

administration ’61

FRIENDS WE'LL MISSCROSS ROADS

a hidden world  
of science waiting  
in THE backyard

DESIGNED AND PRODUCED BY PRODUCED BY

JUNE 9–SEPT. 10

Save on 
tickets 

online at 
ansp.org

Linda Hultin Tocher, BS music ’65
Dwight Huseman, MS library science 

’69
Robert Jones, MS electrical 

engineering ’60
Selma Kessler, MLS library science 

’65
Joseph Kicak, BS civil engineering ’62
Arabelle Kimble Pennypacker, MS 

library science ’65
Elizabeth Knapper, MD medicine ’67
Joanna Kneis Griffi th-Gabel, MLS 

library science ’62
George Koenig, BS mechanical 

engineering ’65, MBA business 
administration ’77

Enn Krepp, BS electrical engineering 
’65

Stephen Krosner, BS electrical 
engineering ’64

Theodore Kuehn, BS chemistry ’60, 
MBA business administration ’70

Robert Lawler, MS electrical 
engineering ’65

Dewey Williams, BS mechanical 
engineering ’62

Stephen Zamsky, BS mechanical 
engineering ’60

1970s
Mark Aita, MD medicine ’77
Aaron Billups, MBA business 

administration ’72
Kenneth Buck, BS business 

administration ’76, MBA ’70
Keith Choate, BS business 

administration ’72
Carlton Collins, BS business 

administration ’75
Raymond DiSandro, BS electrical 

engineering ’76
Turgay Erturk, PhD materials 

engineering ’75
William Gallagher, MBA business 

administration ’73
Paul Garwig, MS library science ’71
Renee Haverback Batterman, MS 

library science ’75

Richard Lefl ar, DC electrical 
engineering ’61

Stephen Leichner, BS business 
administration ’67

Boris Maksymuk, BS mechanical 
engineering ’68

Juan Mato, BS chemical engineering 
’64

John McAleese, BS mechanical 
engineering ’60, MS ’67

John McGarrigle, BS commerce and 
engineering ’69, MBA business 
administration ’73

Paul Menz, MS mechanical 
engineering ’61

Donald Millar, BS mechanical 
engineering ’60

Robert Morath, BS electrical 
engineering ’64

Carl Newswanger, BS civil 
engineering ’60

Paul Nyquist, MS engineering 
management ’67, MS 
environmental engineering ’77

Donald Hertkorn, MBA business 
administration ’74

Bernard Holleran, MD medicine ’74
Walter Johnson, MS biomedical 

engineering and science ’74, PhD ’81
Leah Kaufman, MS library science ’78
Theodore Kompa, MBA business 

administration ’71
Thomas Lauletta, BS civil 

engineering ’75
Henry Levari, BS mechanical 

engineering ’71, MBA business 
administration ’74

Margaret Linton, BS human behavior 
and development ’78

Mark Lonergan, BS business 
administration ’71

Stephen Losben, MD medicine ’72
Ramon Luzarraga, MBA business 

administration ’71
Raymond Markowski, BS civil 

engineering ’76
James McCole, MD medicine ’71
Eugene Ordway, MD medicine ’77
Kenneth Renn, MS (field unavailable) ’74
David Roberts, MD medicine ’74
Harold Robinson, BS metallurgical 

engineering ’72
Anthony Salvia, BS business 

administration ’74
Sheila Sanowitz Leder, MS library 

science ’72
Marilyn Travner Lager, MS library 

science ’75
Joseph Trojak, MD medicine ’75
James Verdi, BS electrical 

engineering ’74, BS ’83
Charles Ward, AS physician assistant 

’73
J. Whitaker, MD medicine ’76
Robert White, MS library science ’73

1980s
Cindy Alberts, BS design ’83
John Crowley, BS accounting ’87
Joseph Frisco, BS mechanical 

engineering ’88
Judith Granick, AS nursing ’83
William Green, BS business 

administration ’80
Winifred Harris, BS design ’83
Margaret Harsch, MBA business 

administration ’83
Diane Huber McAdams, BS human 

behavior and development ’80
Richard Inacker, BS chemistry ’86
Herbert Jones, BS business 

administration ’82

Max Okun, MS engineering 
management ’68

Bernard Osterloh, DC electrical 
engineering ’62

Sandor Paskin, MD medicine ’63
Julius Pergolini, DC mechanical 

engineering ’60, BS industrial 
administration ’67

Bohuslawa Potapovic Bass, MS 
library science ’61

Paul Potts, BS business 
administration ’60

Jacqueline Ragone Joseph, BS 
medical technician ’63

William Rickards, DC civil 
engineering ’61

John Ridley, BS mechanical 
engineering ’63, MS biomedical 
engineering and science ’64

Mary Ritti Jacoby, MS library science 
’67

George Robertson III, BS mechanical 
engineering ’68

Judson Saas, BS physics ’69

Suzanne Kirkwood King, MD 
medicine ’88

Felice McElwaine, BS mental health 
technology ’85

Christopher Michaluk, BS materials 
engineering ’86, MS ’94

William Moffett, MS technology and 
science communication ’84

Barbara Mooney, MBA business 
administration ’85

Tamitra Nesmith Fontaine, BS 
design ’81

Audrey Perloff, MS nutrition and 
food science ’86

Lisa Popovics, BS Interior design ’87
David Scales, BS civil engineering ’89
Henrietta Udis, MS home economics ’84
Michael Wilk, BS finance ’85, MBA 

business administration ’89
Jeffrey Wright, BS industrial 

engineering ’88, BS civil 
engineering ’91

1990s
Robert Ashton, MD medicine ’92
James Cwynar, MS environmental 

science ’94
David Kennedy, MD medicine ’95
Peter Lemon, MD medicine ’97
David Peduto, (degree unavailable) 

clinical psychology ’98
Allen Prattis, BS information 

systems ’95
Kerri Valenti, MFT family therapy ’98
Diane Watts, BS nursing ’91

2000s
David Robinson, BS business 

administration ’02
Daniel James Thornton, MS library 

and information science ’09
Jordan Turkenkopf, BS music 

industry ’06

2010s
LaVerne Biskner, post-BC 

epidemiology and biostatistics ’11
Eileen Cook, MS information 

systems ’17
Sandra Lennon, BS nursing ’11
Marie Magee, BS nursing ’12
Mark Mekaiel, BS biomedical 

engineering ’12
Martin Petroski, Cert. medical billing 

and coding ’17
Laura Rose, MFT family therapy ’16
Timothy Van Belle, MS finance ’10, 

MBA business administration ’10

CONGRATULATIONS 
TO THE 2017 

ALUMNI AWARD 
RECIPIENTS

Each year, Drexel recognizes 
alumni and students for outstanding 

achievements in their professions, in the 
community and within the University.

Johanna Berrigan, BS ʼ97
Service to the Community Award

Joseph Callahan, BS ʼ87
Alumni Entrepreneur Award

Helen Callas Reiner, BS ʼ57, MBA ʼ66
Special Distinction Award

R. John Chapel, BS ʼ67, Trustee
Golden Dragon Society Award

Mary Beth DeNooyer, BS ʼ92
Silver Dragon Society Award

Julie Kimelman, BS ʼ17
Outstanding Student Award

Nina Lane, PhD ʼ13
Young Alumni Emerging Leader

Jacquelynn Orr, PhD ʼ18
Outstanding Student Award

Joseph Rose, BS ʼ65, MS ʼ67, PhD ʼ70
Service to Profession Award

William Schutt, BS ʻ67
Golden Dragon Society Award

Dylan Steinberg, BS ʼ09
Young Alumni Entrepreneur Award

Rachel Washburn, BA ʼ10
Young Alumni Distinguished Service
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IN HONOR OF GOES-16
Weather or not you like crosswords, we 
forecast that this one will bring out sunny 
smiles.

ACROSS
1 “Digital Love” band ___ Punk

5 Swiss city near the borders of France and Germany

10 Maroon 5 singer Levine

14 “Doctor Zhivago” actor Sharif

15 Alpha’s opposite

16 Part of a company?

17 Hall-of-Fame running back for the Chicago Bears

19 Shed, as feathers

20 Took a load off

21 Feature of a Utah landscape

23 Expected

24 Southern-inspired ring name for former WWE 
wrestler Kerry Von Erich

29 Phrase of encouragement

30 Equestrian event competitor

31 ___ Shuffle

32 “V for Vendetta” actor Stephen

34 Summit

35 Given grub

36 “Game of Thrones” character who joins the Night’s 
Watch

38 With 1-Down, rebuke after a boxer steals food off the 
dinner table, say

41 Candle material

42 Boston or Chicago team, for short

43 Horror film characteristic

44 Southern pie tidbit

47 Measuring tube in a chemistry lab

49 Boxer portrayed by Denzel Washington in a 1999 film

53 Time piece?

54 In need of a massage

55 Lao-tzu’s “way”

56 Exploding star

58 Ones offering forecasts ... and a description of 17-, 
24-, 36-, and 49-Across?

63 ___ mic night

64 Cosmetics titan Lauder

65 Aspiring rock star’s handout

66 Sew up

67 Crucifixes

68 Dumpster emanation

1 See 38-Across

2 Org. for surgeons

3 Idol, in Abrahamic religions

4 Took out to dinner

5 Squeezing serpent BOA

6 “Baby Mama” actress Poehler

7 Comes across as

8 Everglades wader

9 Wrangler’s item

10 Quarterback’s asset

11 Whatchamacallit

12 Refer (to)

13 Part of a celestial shower

18 “Leave it in,” to a 
proofreader

22 Archer’s weapon

24 “I’m so ready for this week 
to be over!”

25 Buzzword during Obama’s 
2008 campaign

26 Maker of the WorkCentre 
3615 copy machine

27 Word heard at a service

28 ___ in the bud

33 Donkey

34 Like arsenic in its inorganic 
form

36 “Kozmic Blues” singer 
Joplin

37 “It ain’t gonna happen”

38 Queen hit “Fat ___ Girls”

39 Johnson of “Laugh-In”

40 Bambi, e.g.

41 “Peace is the virtue of 
civilization; ___ is its 
crime”: Victor Hugo

43 “Rico Suave” rapper whose 
name is one letter 
different from that of 
journalist Rivera’s

44 Rising star

45 Region studied in an intro 
Western Civilization class

46 “Cursed” director Wes

48 Fancy cracker spread

50 Act frightened

51 Childish response to  
“Am not!”

52 Old-fashioned way of saying 
“Cool!”

57 Common conjunction

59 Longtime “Nightline” 
anchor Koppel

60 “For ___ a jolly good ...”

61 Genre for Dashboard 
Confessional

62 Common conjunction
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LEARN MORE:

DREXEL.EDU/ONLINEDRAGON 
DUonline@drexel.edu  |  877.215.0009

Do you remember how proud you felt the day you graduated from Drexel? Have you been thinking about what it will 
take to continue to advance your career? There has never been a better time to continue your Drexel journey and we 
can’t wait to welcome you back. Drexel alumni and their immediate family members receive a 15-30% tuition savings 
on select online programs.

ONCE A DRAGON
ALWAYS A DRAGON

15-30% TUITION SAVINGS FOR  
DREXEL ALUMNI AND IMMEDIATE FAMILY

OVER 140 ONLINE PROGRAMS  |  BACHELOR’S  |  MASTER’S  |  DOCTORATE  |  CERTIFICATE

EXPLORE MORE THAN 140 DREXEL ONLINE PROGRAMS IN AREAS SUCH AS:

• Business 

• Clinical Research

• Computer Science

• Construction

• Education 

• Engineering 

• Health Administration

• Library Science 

• Legal Studies

• Nursing

• Pharmaceutical

• Pre-Medicine

• Project Management 

• Public Health

• Sports

• Technology

Crossword
THINK YOU’VE GOT ALL THE ANSWERS? If so, send 
your completed puzzle to the address at right to be 
entered into a drawing to win a great Drexel prize. 
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